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PREFACE

The AICAD Research and Development Proposal Writing Training Workshop was conducted 

from 10th to 13th March 2019 and attended by representatives of eighteen (18) AICAD member 

universities from Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. During the workshop, experiences concerning 

the preconditions for formulating award-winning project proposalsand for best practices for 

managing grants were shared. The experiences and the skills acquired at the workshop as 

presented by resource personsworking in the professional disciplines of Medicine and Public 

Health and related disciplines; Agriculture; Food security; Information Technology and 

Computer Sciences; Technology and Applied Sciences; and Basic Sciences, Environment and 

liberal arts formed a basis from which all participants can independently at their universities 

exercise grant proposal writing. These themes were purposefully chosen because they are in line 

with AICAD’s priority thematic areas, which cut across multiple disciplines, but all emphasizing

on poverty reduction and social transformation. The discussions and resolutions during the 

workshop generated vital information for enhancing the capability on the aspects of fund-raising 

by AICADand the partner universities.

Objectives:

(i) To tap into the wide network of researchers who possess proven experience, 

knowledge and skills in developing grant winning proposals 

(ii) To assess viability of AICAD’s themes or any other themes identified as critical to 

the mandates of all parties e.g. health, environment, agriculture, climate change, value 

addition, engineering, legislation and patenting, surveillance of changing patterns etc

(iii) To assemble and apply tested ideas, plans, strategies and solutions to the development 

of a joint proposal that will effectively address the challenge of reduced research 

funds particularly in this part of the world. 

(iv) To strategically identify relevant prospective funding calls, donors or development 

partners to whom the proposal will be submitted as well as the most effective 

modalities to be applied in vying for funding to support research. 
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The proceedings contain summaries of the presentations and discussions on the input made by 

the participants. The key areas planned for future action by AICAD, included a push to identify a 

call for proposal, thereafter to assemble technical personnel to respond to the call; equipping 

researchers and lecturers on the aspects of Intellectual Property Rights/Patenting; and, imparting 

knowledge on appropriate scientific language for use by scientists. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INTRODUCTION

Research is an integral part of the planning process and is employed to develop avenues towards 

solving problems that affect mankind. Research falls under three key centers, that is, exploratory, 

explanatory and confirmatory investigations. In this regards, it has become an increasingly major 

challenge, particularly in recent times, to single handedly raise funds for conducting credible 

and cutting edge research. Based on the notion that cutting edge research has preceded any 

other research in modern times notably documentation and descriptive research, any individual 

or organizations must be very careful and should take time to sift through the gaps and fill the 

critical function of complimenting efforts made at all levels in the widely cherished research 

agenda .

AICAD’s Research and Development Division was previously privileged to have access to a 

considerable amount of research funds from the Japan International Corporation Agency (JICA) 

and other bilateral donors. Currently, these organizations appear to be experiencing some sort of 

donor fatigue and effects of changing whims of research plan formulations and support agenda. 

This has contributed to the reduction over a period of about one and half decades of funds 

available globally in the research support system. However, there are indications that an increase 

is beginning to occur. It is against this background and many other emerging issues that AICAD 

is organizing this mega proposal writing and skill development workshop in an endeavor to 

address some of these emerging issues and beat the odds stacked against the go-it-alone 

approach. In order to increase the chances of success, it is imperative for AICAD and its partners 

to champion a system and structure that will be mutually beneficial and enhance the possibilities 

of success in the competition for scarce research funds. This should go a long way towards 

supporting the mandates of both AICAD and its partner universities and institutions in the East 

African Region and beyond.

Globally, funds available for research have continued to dwindle both in amount and rate of 

flow. AICAD cherishes the longstanding partnerships it has cultivated with key East African 

universities and research institutions.  Over the years, AICAD and its partners have developed 

very strong collaborative ties. Moreover JICA developed and handed over excellent facilities and 
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infrastructure at Juja, Nairobi and the country office at Egerton University in Nakuru, Kenya; 

country office at Sokoine University of Agriculture, Morogoro, Tanzania, and country office at 

Makerere University Kampala, Uganda. AICAD therefore has all it takes to champion a 

combined grant winning strategy in favour of her mandate and the mandate of her partner 

universities and institutions that share similar if not identical research and development agenda 

based on the national planning themes of the respective countries.
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PARTICIPANT REPRESENTATION

The participants at the workshop were drawn from AICAD’s partnering universities, who are 

senior researchers and managers and this meeting was privileged to pool great minds who had 

successfully won big grants and were the main resource persons in the training. One important 

selection criteria was based upon the identification of individuals who had either managed or 

written award winning project proposals selected by the Vice-Chancellors of the partnering 

universities. The contribution of the participants was meant to share, compare, and advance 

knowledge to AICAD to acquire the experience to overcome the challenges of low funding at the 

Institute basing on the fact that most universities in the region have robust grants offices. The 

Universities represented were from Kenya: Egerton University; Moi University; Kenyatta 

University; Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology; MasindeMuliro 

University of Science and Technology; and Maseno University. From Tanzania: Open 

University of Tanzania; Sokoine University of Agriculture;and State University of Zanzibar; and 

from Uganda, Makerere University; Mbarara University of Science and Technology;Muni 

University; Busitema University;Kabale University; and Kyambogo University. The Programme 

and contact of participants are presented in Annexes 1 and 2.    
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(Front, L-R): Ms. M. Njiiri (Office Adm., AICAD); Dr. A. Tugume (Makerere University);  Prof. I. N. Wagara 
(Egerton University, Kenya); Mr. S. Ngugi (AICAD Hqrts, Kenya), Prof. H. Were (MasindeMuliro UST, Kenya); 
Prof. C. Obua (V-C, Mbarara Univ. of ST, Uganda); Dr. M. O. Makame (State University of Zanzibar); Prof. D. 
Byarugaba (Ag. ED, AICAD Hqrts.), Ms E. Wakida(Mbarara UST); Dr. B. Odongo (Director, R&D, AICAD 
Hqrts.); 

2ndRow, L-R: Ass. Prof. C. Tamwesigire (Kabale Univ., Uganda); Dr. B. Nyaambega (Maseno University, Kenya); 
Dr. S. Rwahwire (Busitema University, Uganda); Prof. J. AsiimweAyikoru, (Kyambogo University, Uganda); A. 
Chombo (Internal Auditor (AICAD Hqrts.); Prof. S. Mining (Moi University, Kenya); Prof. C. Tamwesigire (Kabale 
University, Uganda); Mr. L. Sang (Director, Administration & Finance, AICAD Hqrts); 

(3rd row); Dr. A. Alumai (Muni Univ., Uganda); Dr. S Data (Mbarara UST); Dr. A. Aine (Assist.Country Director, 
AICAD Uganda); Mr. P. Wakhu (Director, Training & Extension, AICAD Hqrts); Mr. J. Mwenda, (Assist. AICAD 
Country Director, Kenya); Prof. N. Banadda (Director, AICAD Uganda Country Office);
 (4th row at the back) Mr. P. Wanjala (AICAD).
. 
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It is with great pleasure that I welcome the readership of this 2019 AICAD workshop report issue 
that touches on the gist of knowledge formulation, and sharing, dissemination through well-
funded research, to ensure that everyresearcher acquires the requisite skills to write a grant 
wining proposal. This endeavor has been long overdue and as there is an ardent legendary 
statement “Better late than never”. Therefore our stakeholders particularly the partnering 
universities, research organizations and institutes like AICAD, let us merge efforts, exploit 
synergies and bring out the best for society development in competing for outside grants . 

Without concerted efforts the desired cutting edge research and people- centered- problem-
solving endeavors, leave alone the cherished mechanisms to sustain profitability levels in 
researches that look after profit margins, will not be relevant anymore.

Therefore take a quick look, open the proceedings of this critical, necessary and resolute plan 
that AICAD took to bring like minds together to share, moot, compare and harness skills 
development at a well-attended research proposal writing training workshop that this editorial 
board hopes and believes in the outputs made will help change the scene of proposal writing and 
grant source identification to help senior researchers, young researchers, scholars and general 
lovers of investigation to be funded if at all they make effort to follow the modern game of 
writing credible work for funding.

Last but not least it used to be a common scare and joke that “If you want to hide meat from an 
African, you put it in writing” but as we speak and read this foreword the slogan has changed 
and it reads “That if you want to hide meat from an African throw it on the website”. Let us 
wake up and move with the current tide and brave the speed, pace and technology particularly as 
we advance in innovation, invention, legislation needs required to set the ball rolling in the areas 
of research, grant identification from far and back here at home. In South Africa the biggest 
grants come from private sector, and so this is the time to re-position ourselves and think out of 
the box by emulating those ahead of us rather than keeping quiet and seemingly posing as if we 
are ahead! Wish you good reading. 

Prof. D. Byarugaba 

Chairperson, AICAD Editorial Board

FOREWORD FROM THE EDITOR
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I OPENING SESSION
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WELCOME REMARKS BY THE AG. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The Chief Guest – Prof. Collete A. Suda, PhD, FKNAS, EBS,CBS- Principle Secretary, 

State Department for Higher Education, Ministry of Education, Kenya

The Chairperson of the AICAD Annual General Meeting (AGM), Prof. CelestinoObua

Members of AICAD’s Governing Board presentThe Representatives of Member Universities 

present- Senior Researchers and Academicians, AICAD Staff, Invited Guests, Ladies and 

Gentlemen,

Allow me on behalf of the African Institute for Capacity Development and on my own behalf to 

take this opportunity to welcome you to this important meeting that touches on the gist of the 

universities core mandate and operations. This is the First Ever Scholars' Forum or meeting since 

the exit of JICAfrom AICAD in 2012. Importantly it is marked by your participation and you 

have made a historical record in the post JICA regime. This forum is meant to serve as a 

platform of academic exchanges and bring together academic talents from the region namely 

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda and if possible in future, from overseas to present their studies, 

share ideas, identify collaboration opportunities, moot research ideas together and pitch projects 

that can attract fundingduring this era of difficulties of securing research funds, and yet, all of 

us know is abundant out there but  is difficult to interject into these sources and their resource 

baskets without concerted efforts. This Forum will feature discussions of frontier research topics 

by the resource persons who have in the recent past succeeded in getting the funds and to 

eventually enhance cooperation across a broad range of fields as we deliberate in this workshop 

based on our diversity of our professions. The workshop is dedicated to attracting talented people 

from AICAD’s partnering universities as a way of invigorating the Institute’s capability to 

support research in the partner universities.

The efforts devoted to this meeting will pay off if we communicate, collaborate and be sincere to 

one another right from today’s cluster to further cluster levels as we expand with our graduate 

students, communities and society we work for and depend on for information and data. Ladies 

and gentlemen, research management professionals, researchers, institutional leaders and donors 

need to understand one another, speak the same language, correct one another in order to take the 
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globe to the cherished level by modern era society which transforms rapidly as a result of 

technology particularly IT and social media. AICAD remains committed to her original creation 

agenda and mandate as AICAD’s management pledges commitment to the best in the interest of 

society development beginning with ideological discussions championed by academicians that 

manufacture knowledge to sustain innovation, inventions and machinery to ease work and 

support peoples’ livelihoods and general transformation. Both the participants and resource 

persons of this workshop were carefully chosen as they have the requisite mantle to take you into 

e.g. Horizon 2020, Bill Gates, Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA), Canadian 

International Development Agency (CIDA), NorwegianAgencyforDevelopmentCo-Operation

(NORAD), World Bank Institute (WBI) and other big donor circles hoping that AICAD will 

remain your big brother should donors require a clearing house mechanism, structures and 

systems bank on us.

Finally the outcomes of this workshop will contribute to the regions development by giving us a 

thorough introduction of the local business environment and innovation promotion of policies 

emanating from our key and cutting edge research should we work hard to find the money to 

support research ideas, concepts and proposals in a bid to solve mankind’s problems, uplift and 

take society to the next level. The interests and profits of past scholars as we must not claim to be 

the very first ones in this game must be commended.

I submit ladies and gentlemen as I wish you a good and fruitful meeting.

Prof. Dominic Byarugaba
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OPENING REMARKS BY THE PRINCIPAL SECRETARY, MINISTRY OF 
EDUCATION, KENYA

READ BY THE CHAIR OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (PROF. CELESTINO OBUA, 
VICE-CHANCELLOR, MBARARA UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, 
UGANDA)

Prof. Collette Suda, PhD, FKNAS, EBS, CBS-Chief Administrative Secretary and 

Principal Secretary, State Department for Higher Education, Ministry of Education, 

Kenya

The Chairperson of the Annual General Meeting, Prof. CelestinoObua

Members of AICAD’s Governing Boardpresent

The Acting Executive Director, Prof. Dominic Byarugaba

The Representatives of MemberUniversities present

AICAD Staff

Invited Guests

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my pleasure to join you all for the opening ceremony of this important workshop. This 

workshop serves to underscore a very important aspect in the running of affairs,not only for 

AICAD but also for the academic sector in Kenya and around the region. It is my hope that at the 

end of this workshop, apart from achieving the expected output, all of us will have gained 

extensively in terms of knowledge and sharing of ideas that can positively transform our society 

and spark innovations. 

This workshop comes at the most opportune time as our Nation is on its heels for an Industrial 

take-off that will uplift the fortunes of all our citizens. It comes at the backdrop of the 

government’s commitment to the agenda of the Big 4 Action Plan to which I believe AICAD and 

its member universities can make a valuable contribution. 

I therefore wish to thank all of you for honoring the invitation sent by AICAD to participate in 

this workshop. It is a demonstration of the immense commitment that every one of you has

shown in this journey of supporting AICAD in its quest to achieve poverty reduction and 
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socioeconomic development by developingcapacity of the African people to solve the problems 

of Africa. 

AICAD seeks to continue doing this by supporting joint research activities, focused on finding 

solutions to community problems. Without the requisite resources this cannot be achieved. It is 

therefore my hope and belief that by the end of this workshop, viable proposals will have been 

developed to secure funding that will promote utilization ofexisting knowledge and technology; 

creation of new technology suitable for local conditions and development and utilization of the 

potential capacity of local expertise. 

Kenya’s Ministry of Education and indeed our counterparts in Uganda and Tanzania have 

continued to support the Institute. As many of you might be aware, the three East African 

countries of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda through the Sector Ministries in charge of Higher 

Education Science and Technology signed the Charter establishing AICAD between October 

and November 2003. Kenya ratified the AICAD Charter on 6th October 2003. The 

Headquarters Agreement establishing AICAD as an International Organization/Institute in 

Kenya was signed between the Government of Kenya and AICAD on 24th January 2007 and 

gazetted through the legal notice No. 18 of 22nd February 2008 which gave AICAD the 

mandate to operate under Cap 179 of the laws of Kenya. We remain committed to supporting 

the Institute and this commitment has continued to be demonstrated through our participation in 

meetings and activities of AICAD at the level of the Governing Board (GB) as the supreme and 

policy making organ of the institute. 

Through this participation we are aware that universities within the region are key partners in 

AICAD’s endeavors. We are also aware that through thesupport of Japan International 

Corporation Agency (JICA), AICAD was able to fund over 135 projectsthat were implemented 

by researchers in these universities between 2000 and 2012, the year inwhich JICA concluded its 

support to AICAD. We are also aware that termination of JICA support to AICAD resulted in a 

considerable reduction infunding available to AICAD to support research activities in member 

universities. 
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We are however, happy to note that AICAD is making an effort to address this challenge, and 

that this proposal writing initiative bringing together all the key partners, that is,AICAD and 

member universities in a two-day workshop, presents an opportunity to exhaustively discuss the 

issue of funding for jointresearch activities and develop tangible mechanisms to address it.

I am informed that a key output from this seminar is expected to be a comprehensive proposal 

forfunding to support joint research activities that will be undertaken by AICAD 

memberuniversities within the region and that this proposal will target relevant prospective 

funding calls thatwill be identified at the workshop.

I challenge the researchers here today to think of ideas that can be transformative and 

revolutionary in the use of knowledge and technology that can help the target communities 

address the many challenges that have continued to hold them back. I am certain that we are all 

going to put our best foot forward in an effort to generate the resources required to make AICAD 

and member university joint research activities thrive.

Allow me at this moment recognize and extend the Ministry’s warm appreciation to the 

organizers of this workshop. We look forward to its successful implementation and commit 

ourselves to future partnerships in similar and other endeavors.

Thank you and God bless you.

It is now my pleasure to declare this workshop officially open.
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REMARKS BY THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING CHAIRPERSON TO 
PARTICIPANTS

Prof. CelestinoObua, PhD, Vice-Chancellor, Mbarara University of Science and 

Technology, Mbarara, Uganda; and Chairperson, Annual General Meeting, AICAD.  

Prof. Obua noted that during the past AG Meetings, the members had expressed concern that 

AICAD had lagged behind in fulfilling its mandate, with regard to human capacity development 

through research conducted through the Institute’s partner Universities. As this issue was the 

major mandate of AICAD, the Chairperson urged the member universities represented in this 

meeting to support the Institute through both the financial annual subscriptions and 

implementation of project activities; 

He expressed appreciation to the AICAD Secretariat for efforts made by the members to travel 

around the three countries of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, to create awareness about the 

institute. These efforts have borne some fruits with the positive responses recorded from the 

Universities. 

He was thankful to the Government of Kenya for hosting the Institute’s Headquarter. 

He challenged the Institute to ensure that it evolves with the time in order to meet the 

requirements of its stakeholders. This statement was against the backdrop that the Institute had 

initially got substantial funds from the Japan International Cooperation Agency, JICA, during the 

period from 2002-2012. Unfortunately, the Institute has not been able to secure another 

substantial funding support, since then.   

Called on the participants to work together to ensure that the workshop is successful.       

Prof CelestinoObua and other distinguished researchers invited 
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II KEYNOTE SESSION AND PANEL DISCUSSION
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF AICAD’S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
PROJECTS EXECUTED BETWEEN 2002-2018

By Dr. Benson.Odongo, Research and Development Director 

Introduction

The following is a condensation of the achievements attained during the implementation of the 

projects coordinated by the R&D Division. It should be pointed out that AICAD derives most of 

the human resource for conducting the activities under its mandate, by collaborating with its 

valuable partner institutes (PIs), which are the Universities. This summary report highlights on

the PIs which participated in the activities, the thematic categories of projects implemented,

contribution to human resource development, and the technologies released.    

Participating Institutes and Distribution of Projects

Implementation of the projects was spearheaded among the sixteen (16) public universities at the 

time, which breaks down to seven (7) universities n Kenya; five (5) in Tanzania, and four (4) in 

Uganda (Table 1). The other national research systems, notably, National Crops Resources 

Research Institute based at Namulonge, Uganda; Kenya Agricultural Research Institute, and 

Tanzania Agricultural Research Organization (TARO), and line ministries also participated in 

the activities. The agricultural research systems particularly played key roles in the promotion of 

NERICA Rice varieties.   

Additional institutes that implemented the work were from Kenya: the Coast Development 

Authority; Baobab Company; Lake Basin Development Authority; National Irrigation Board; 

Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Services; Sustainable Agricultural Centre for Research and 

Development (SACRED Africa) in Bungoma; Bondo; Alupe; from TanzaniaKizimbani 

Agricultural Research and Training Station (KARTS) in Zanzibar; and from Uganda, National 

Crops Resources Research Institute (NaCRRI).

Thematic Area Categorization of the Projects 

The Research and Development Division has coordinated series of projects, a majority of which 

are grouped into six (6) categories, that is, Pilot Projects, Second Call Projects, Third Call, 

Fourth Call, Fifth Call and NERICA rice promotion. Most of the activities were implemented 

between the years 2002-2011 and a few additional ones thereafter. 
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A total of one hundred and forty (140) projects were executed by the participating institutions. 

The number shown is for the projects implemented for single phases (two years) only. However,

the projects supported for multiple times add up to 206, when split up into Pilot (19), Second 

Call (50), Third Call (63), Fourth Call (44) and fifth Call (30).  The projects mentioned above 

were further categorized into three areas depending on the strategicemphasis of the work, namely, 

Discipline-specific research (DSR), Multi-disciplinaryresearch (MDR) and Graduate student 

research (GSR). The distribution of the projects percategory was DSR 39.26%, MDR 34.81% and 

GSR 25.92%.  

Thirty-two percent (32%) of the total projects were in the thematic category of Food security 

(Table 2). Other projects were in the thematic areas of NERICA rice promotion (13.6), 

Environmental conservation and Health equity, each 11.4; Community Development (10.7), and 

the lowest proportion (2.1), was in the Bio-prospecting thematic area. The proportions of the 

projects could be a reflection of multiple factors, such as, the policy emphasis of the 

nations/institutes, and capability of the researchers in those areas on aspects to develop quality 

competitive research proposals.

European Union project, coded as ‘Biowaste4SP’ and entitled ‘Turning Bio-waste into 

Sustainable   Products: Development of appropriate Conversion Technologies applicable in 

Developing Countries’. Some sixteen (16) international institutes from Africa, Asia, and Europe 

were involved. The project was coordinated by the World Association of Industrial and 

Technological Research Organization (WAITRO), based in Malaysia. The countries which 

participated in the project implementation were: Kenya, Ghana, Morocco, South Africa and 

Egypt.

Human Resource Development

Three hundred and ninety three (393) researchers were directly involved in the projects- that is, 

those researchers who had signed the contract agreements with AICAD for the implementation 

of the activities. The projects also procured laboratory equipment for some institutions, and 
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provided administrative overhead costs (5% of the awarded funds) for the institutions that were 

successful in securing the funds.

Table 1: Research Projects supported by AICAD from 2002-2018

S/N

Project by Call and Time (Year) Initiated:

Country/Institution Pilot 

Call 

Project

2nd

Call 

3rd

Call 

4th 

Call 

5th 

Call 

NERIC

A

TOTAL

1 Moi University 2 1 2 1 2 0 8

2 University of Nairobi 1 4 4 1 2 0 12

3 Jomo Kenyatta 

University of Agric& 

Technology

2 4 5 2 1 3 21

4 Egerton University 1 2 4 1 2 0 10

5 Kenyatta University 1 2 3 3 0 0 9

6 Maseno University 0 1 0 3 0 2 6

7 MasindeMuliro UST 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

8 KARI Institutes 0 0 0 0 0 8 8

Sub-Total (KE) 7 14 18 12 7 13 75

TANZANIA

9 University of Dar Es

Salaam

1 1 4 2 1 0 9

10 Sokoine University of 

Agric.

1 3 8 3 2 0 20

11 Mzumbe Univ. 0 1 1 1 1 0 4

12 Open University of 

Tanzania

0 0 1 2 1 0 4

13 State University of 

Zanzibar & KARTS

0 0 0 1 0 2 5

Sub-Total(TZ) 2 5 14 9 5 2 42
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UGANDA

14 Makerere University 1 2 6 4 2 0 15

15 Mbarara University 0 1 2 2 2 0 7

16 Gulu University 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

16 Kyambogo University 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

17 NARO Institute 

(NaCRRI)

0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Sub-Total(UG) 1 3 8 7 5 23

GRAND TOTAL=140

Table 2: AICAD Supported Projects sorted by Thematic Areas
S/N Thematic Area Frequency Percentage

1 Food security 45 32.1

2 NERICA rice promotion 19 13.6

3 Environmental conservation 16 11.4

4 Health equity 16 11.4

5 Community Development 15 10.7

6 Industrial processing 13 9.3

7 Policy and implementation 9 6.4

8 Water conservation 4 2.9

9 Bio-prospecting 3 2.1

Technologies Released:

Following the successful implementation of the projects highlighted in Table 1, evaluation 

exercise showed that some of the outputs proved to be outstanding and had, if disseminated, 

potential to impact on the beneficiaries. The dissemination process was made through the 

AICAD’s Knowledge and Technology Dissemination Programme (KTDP). The following five 

(5) paragraphs highlight some of those technologies that were promoted to the levels of 

dissemination.   
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Release oftwo (2) cassava varieties in Kenya- MH95/0183 (Locally named NyaJica) and 

MH95/0193 (NyaAicad). The technology was generated during research conducted by the 

Maseno University.

Release in 2011 ofUpland rice (NERICA) varieties NERICA1, NERICA4, NERICA10 and 

NERICA11 in Kenya. Similar activities were conducted in various agro-ecological regions 

Tanzania, Zanzibar resulted in the release of NERICA rice varieties by the Line Ministries in 

those countries

Low-cost interlocking brick technology, promoted under AICAD’s Knowledge and 

Technology Dissemination Programme (KTDP). Project was implemented by the University of 

Dar es Salaam. Demonstration of the technology was done by the Sokoine University of 

Agriculture and exhibits displayed at the NaneNane-Morogoro Ground.

Skilling farmers onmodern piggery practices for increased production and profitability in 

Gomba, Gulu, and Mityana Districts in Uganda. The project was implemented by Makerere 

University and Gulu University under Knowledge and Technology Dissemination Programme.

Promotion of System of Rice Intensification (SRI) to empower the farmers in the partner 

countries to optimize usage of water, seeds and other production inputs for rice.The Institutes 

involved in this project were the World Bank Institute, Jomo Kenyatta University, National 

Agricultural Crops Resources Research Institute (Uganda), Busitema University and Sokoine 

University of Agriculture, Mwea Irrigation Scheme/ National Irrigation Board; Ahero Irrigation 

Scheme; Bunyala Irrigation Scheme and West Kano Irrigation Scheme. A total of four MSc 

graduate and 1 PhD students were trained in Kenya; five (5) MSc in Uganda, and; eight (8) in 

Tanzania. Besides, a number of undergraduate students undertook projects, which enabled them 

to obtain their bachelor’s degrees, while over 350 small scale farmers acquired hands-on skills 

on rice production.    
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Development of kilns and a model studio to strengthen the ceramics and pottery industry-

project was undertaken in Uganda by the Makerere University and Kyambogo University. The 

knowledge benefitted individuals in Kibumbiro and Kyambogo in Kampala District; Busega and 

Kajansi in Wakiso District; Namamve in Mukono District and Zigoti in Mityana District.   

Unfortunately, only few of the outstanding outputs presented here could be advanced to the next 

level, for reason of limited funds. Thus importance of this workshop,which planned to address, 

by way of capacity building, some of the challenges.
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EXPERIENCE FROM MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY SECTOR
By Dr. Santorino Data

Grant writing has undergone significant changesover the years. In the Health sector, for instance, 

emphasis has changed from the GENERALhealth care,to that of QUALITY health care. This 

means that supporting agencies look for the delivery of anti-natal care to be executed in 

innovative manner. 

Developmental partners currently support projects which have impact, or potential impacts on

the beneficiaries; hard outcomes- not academic stuff; technical feasibility; reliability of 

responsible persons; Commercial viability of the projects; and Sustainability concerns, which 

could be attained through subscription from stakeholders.
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RESOURCE MOBILIZATION: HOW HARD IT ISTO SECURE FUNDING
By Prof. Noble Banadda

Introduction and background: The first University –the major Center of knowledge and 

technology generation- in the worldwasrecorded in Africa, in 859 AD. Despite this early start in 

the development, Africa failed to derive significant advantage over the other continents. If 

anything, the other continents gradually overtook the continent in this aspect. The other 

universities that sprang up later were: Luvern University, 1425; and University of Sierra Leone,

1827. It should be noted further that the first IBM computer was developed in 1945 but has, over 

the years, evolved beyond the predictions made by thoseearly technology developers.

Meanwhile, over the last ten (10) years, the solar energy technology has been promoted in many 

parts of the world, including here in Africa. This technology, however, is currently at the point of 

being overtaken by the ‘Paint technology’ developed by the Americans. Similarly, China was 

able to overcome the problem of food insecurity, and yet the challengeof hunger remains in our 

Africa. The examples presented above, prompts us, the Africans, to aspire to overcome the 

shortcomings that we have encountered over the years.

Five (5) Global priority agenda have been identified as being key areasfor AICAD to strategize 

in sourcing for funds. The areas are Food security; Energy poverty; Climate change (extreme 

weather); Water and Health. Fortunately, as AICAD’s priority areas span across the disciplines 

and sectors focus should be made in the identified strategic areas.

Besides the opportunities highlighted above, funding opportunities also exist in aspects of Data 

management – the so called ‘new oil’, and computer software -Google, Amazon and Face book.

Agriculture is a key sector that AICAD should look into in order for the Institute to attain its 

mandate of poverty alleviation. It is important to note that, in the modern world of today, crops 

grown in one part of the globe/ agro-ecology,can be consumed in another distant locations, thus 

demonstrating the huge market possibilities for thesmall holder farmers (SHFs).Since SHFs are 

the majority of producers in Africa, anytechnologies that would target this component of the 
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population would affectsignificant transformation in the people’s livelihood. Additionally 

lessons learnt from the Netherlandsshow that even small countries can feed the entire world.

Key factors for developing successful project proposals:

• Application should be made by a multidisciplinary team instead of single applicants; 

• Information about the call should be knownwell ahead of the announcement and 

deadline;

• Success of application is often influenced by status of the university the applicant was 

trained at and his/her supervisor; 

• Need to forge strategic partnership; 

• Internationalization of staff and students- as shown by list of admissions and graduations;

policies and strategies; service delivery; security and safety; exchange sabbaticals; and 

transfer of credits;

• Considerations made on issues of security and safety; and

• If University has established infrastructure and networking. 

Further illustration for development of project proposals:

Partnership should be based on transparency, as exhibited by production of important functions 

of the project, notably, joint publications, conflict resolution mechanisms, budget which is fair to 

participating institutions and maintenance of communication channels. This often is a challenge, 

but the stakeholder should balance and negotiate appropriately based on the envisaged 

advantages and disadvantages to be derived from the consortium.

Team work: This aspect is important for the formulation of successful projects. Team members 

should be those who add value to proposals, as shown by: strong CVs, strong institutions, 

established management systems, and capability of members to work together.

Due diligence: When applying for project proposals it is important to ensure that ALL the 

requirements in the call are addressed. Some of the information could be very detailed.

Use of technology: Application of technology, software and M&E methods are important 
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Building strong relationship with donors and to have communication channels with them;

Strategic area of emphasis- Universities in Low Developing Countries could weigh their 

capability to concentrate on applied research rather than basic research, given that the latter is 

usually expensive. However, those institutes with well-established facilities can go for it or else 

can partner with advanced laboratories. 

Retooling and retraining- Experience from MUST showed that retraining and retooling of 

medical professionals were helpful in reducing mortality amongst babies from 20-8%. 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Concerns- This is often a challenge encountered by 

researchers and inventors who plan to commercialize their products. However, the support to 

register patent need not come from a single source, like the university, but can even be personal 

funds. Alternatively the product can be registered in multiple countries in order to expand the 

market base, thus attain profitability

Graduate training-was identified as key for enhancement of research at Universities. It was 

noted that AICAD, with its mandate of enhancing capacity development, had been funding 

research projects under the category of Graduate Students Research. Additionally, research 

conducted in the other two categories of Discipline Specific Research and Inter-disciplinary 

Research, also trained many graduate students.    

Additionally an applicant should:

Have foresight on the requirements of the calls even before the calls are announced; foster 

partnership with the ‘the big boys’; internationalize the intake of staff and students- through 

established policies and strategies; ensure quality service delivery; ensure security and safety in 

the work environment; facilitate exchange and sabbatical holidays for staff; establish policy for 

transfer of credits, and; possess a well-developed infrastructure.
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BIG GRANT MANAGEMENT AND PROPOSAL WRITING INGREDIENTS
By Prof. Celestino.Obua

Noted: Success of applications are rated as Good- 10-20%; Very Good- 30-50%; and Excellent 

50%+. During the development of the proposals, one should also take note of the failures, 

because lessons are usually learnt through feed-back mechanisms.-Some funding agencies 

specify the weaknesses and strengths of the application, thus enabling the applicant to improve 

on the quality of their work. 

Largest funders: Currently large funders tend to be based in the European Union, the United 

Kingdom and the United States of America. However, new comers like Brazil and Asian 

countries have also made their impact of lately.

What to consider to improvesuccess of applications- Most applications respond to 

solicitedcalls. The alternative sources of funds are unsolicited. In the latter situation,the 

researcherendeavors to find out and negotiate whether the development partner might support 

their project activities. Some of the common preconditions in both types of calls include:

eligibility to apply- including qualifications of applicants; if unsolicited, does the funder support 

the type of project you would like to carry out; and if the applicant has evidence of prior works 

in the planned/proposed area/field.

Teamwork – It is unlikely that a large grant is awarded to a single applicant. So the applicant 

should have history of team work, as shown by records of earlier work accomplished. One 

should note if partnerships/consortium approach is a pre-requisite in the call. Team members 

should have strong curriculum vitae as supported by publications. Additional advice associated 

with teamwork:

• Success breeds success

• Create a collaborative environment within the institution

• Look for giants so you can stand on their shoulders
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Facilities- These should be stated clearly and could include equipment (computers, internet 

capacity, power etc.), library, institution (history, financial management record/capacity; 

existence or history of management of grants; Existence of Grants/Research Management Office; 

Finance management record/capacity.

Documents- It is important to include requisite documents for submission with the application.

Internal deadline- An applicant should set the internal deadline against the call deadline.It is 

advisable to allow for 36 to 24 hour for submission before call deadline. Adequate time should 

be allotted to cater for various unforeseen challenges, such as, power outages; internet/computer 

malfunctions; and unscheduled events.   

Unsolicited projects- Theseare proposals which, for the most part, originate through initiative 

from applicant/development partner or an intermediary. These projects are usually difficult to 

securebecause the information for their access is obscure. The hidden question from the potential 

funding agency would be ‘What would you want me to do for you?’ There are usually 

preconditions of amicable understanding between the parties involved, prior to the time when the 

funding agency opens up to express interest in the support.

The Vice-Chancellor of Mbarara University of Science and Technology, shared an interesting 

example when his University secured support from the Youth Medical Foundation of Boston, 

USA. The V-C had negotiated for funds of 4-5 million US dollar, but got a pleasant surprise 

when the foundation provided US $ 11.5.  This shows that despite the apparently heavy 

investment, especially with respect to time, involved to unearth and establish a conducive 

environment to access unsolicited funds, the results could be very rewarding. 

Management:

Important management issues to note:

• Fulfill promises made to the development partner;

• Time sheets – estimate how much time is given to project

• Stay in compliance with terms of the grant;
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• Maintain a system for management of funds –such a system should be in place

evenbefore the call is made. The system would assist on important issues such as 

identifying already submitted proposals; following up on various deadlines; and 

accountability concerns (mostly small monies). The system also assists in streamlining 

the grant process by identifying prospective funders, tracking the success of proposals,

monitoring the progress of each grant, and putting together information for writing 

reports. 

• Applicant should followthrough on all the deliverables; and submitting reports according 

to the funder’s requirements.

The above conditions might demand for a strong/competent Grants Management Office /Office 

of Research Administration team to be in place. However, where no grant management system 

exists, create one!

Use technology and software- for records and documentation and financial management and 

M&E. Each project can be assigned a company (account).

Phases in Grant management-

There are three (3) phases in grants management:

• Pre-award Phase- Identification of the kinds of funding sources that will support your 

strategy and programs, establishment or review of your grant application and 

implementation process, and documentation of your proposals.

• Award phase- Notification and announcement of the grants you receive

• Post award- Implementation, tracking of grants, close-out and final report
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE
By Prof. N. Banadda

A computer-based exercise was conducted to illustrate the procedure involved in developing a

proposal. The exercise was based upon a call from the Oliver Tembo Call for Proposals. This call 

required that the applicant must access thedocument and instructions through online registration 

and procedure. It might be that some of the information is not easily available and would require 

time and dedication to assemble. In this example, the required information required covered 

aspects of salaries for employees; presence of project management establishment; water and 

electricity bills; service of clearing agents; internet connectivity and costs; laboratory and library 

and office space (measured in m2); administrative structure of the organization; number of 

students registered and graduated; support letter from appropriate heads of government agencies; 

and support from the auditors. Depending on the donor’s requirements the rigor of the write up 

could vary. As indicated above, the source of the information could be diverse and lodged in 

various offices, such as, the Estates Department, Human resource office, the Bursar’s office, the 

Grant Office, the Vice-Chancellors Office, the Audit Department and the Line Ministry (ies). 

Due to the expanse of the information required, one could easily run out of words to attain the 

minimum requirement. In this respect, the applicant is advised to share the write up with 

colleagues. In the example, which managed to secure the funds, the entire proposal document ran 

into about twenty (20) pages.  

Even trivial issues, such as, quoting an incorrect code to the proposal can disqualify a 

submission, thus the need to ensure observance of due diligence. 
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE FEATURING A CALL BY THE BILL AND MELINDA 
GATES FOUNDATION
By Dr S. Data

In this example the instruction required the applicant to summarize the project proposal into two (2) 

pages. When the document is condensed to this extent (unlike in the previous case), one can approach the 

assignment in a number of ways, such as, thinkingbroadly about the titleand what is required before 

crunching down the concept.Also, one can write at random as ideas flow in, then apply the service of 

computersoftware, such as the auto-summarize. Questions such as, What is the problem, Justification, 

What gap exists, How project will change people’s lives and objectives would guide the project 

formulation process.

PAR-18-901 Call for project proposal- This was a D43 Clinical trial, within the Department of Health 

and Human Services. The example showed that it is often apparent that the instructions for call for 

proposals are ‘hidden’ within the wordings in the instruction document, thus prompting in-depth analyses 

of the document. There is usually a need to generate a check-list to ensure that no key points are missed 

out. 

Other calls within the medical sector:

• Call RO1 is for big grants

• K23 for young researchers for self-development 

It was interesting to note that the information posted at the sitesabove provided plentiful time- even up to 

three (3) months-for interested individuals to apply 
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND VALUE-CHAIN
By Prof. Daniel. N. Sila

This presentation illustrated the importance of operating within an established network base and 

the vital roles of the various stakeholders in this consortium. As noted earlier, team work is a key 

factor that contributes to the success of developing award-winning grants for an institute.

Dr. Sila presented the University’s Vision;attainment of university status by pathway of a Middle 

level College (1981);transition to a University College under the Kenyatta University (1988);and 

becoming a fully-fledged University, JKUAT (1994). To date the university has expanded its 

portfolio by hosting the Pan African University of Basic Sciences, Technology and Innovation

(PAUSTI) in 2011.

JKUAT operates in unison with the Kenya’s Vision 2030, with two (2) out of three (3) pillars of 

the vision being the Economic and Social pillars. 

To improve on the food production, the Agricultural production and value chain programme 

applies multiple strategies, such as, generating clean seeds; addressing water shortage through 

water harvesting, irrigation, municipality water cycling and green house farming.

Other methods used include innovative farming methods, mushroom propagation and 

commercialization; mechanization of agriculture using the Shujaa tractors; reducing post-harvest 

losses; and diversification of agricultural products.   

His Programme had strong networks with Government and non-Governmental agencies within 

and outside the country- notably the County Governments; European Union (supporting the Food 

fortification project); VLIR-Belgium; China and Mexico. Each development partner plays

specific roles which contribute to the overall achievement of the goals of programme.  
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EXERCISE ON TOPIC:INTER-PROFESSIONAL EXPOSURE FOR RETENTION OF 
SKILLS
By Dr. S. Data

The project on ‘Inter-professional exposure and staff retention’ was one of the successful 

projects, which was won by the presenter. He shared some of the results generated to date as a 

way of illustrating important principles in the project management cycle, with emphasis on the 

technical and innovative concept of the proposal, experimental design, and data handling.  

The subject matter was on clinical medicine on issue of learning and curriculum design. 

• Objectives- Inter-linkages between the various objectives

• Methodology- covered aspects of knowledge and skills acquisition, clinical team work, 

measurements using scales, data analyses (on aspects of retention after intervention and 

non-retention before and during the intervention). 

• Protocol of treatment only considered those that had completed the study   

• Budget should be realistic 
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LANGUAGE FOR SCIENTISTS
By Dr. S. Data.

The presenter highlighted important language principles for writing successful project proposals 

and/or scientific papers. The general principle emphasizes that the expressions should be 

presented in simple, straight-forward and focused on the subject matter.The following five (5) 

points and three (3) references highlight the important concerns of the usage of the English 

language in the science context.  

The active versus the passive voice- In scientific/project proposal writing, emphasis is placed 

on the active voice because the statements are usually clearer and more to the point than the 

passive voice. For example, instead of writing ‘It is recommended by the authors of the present 

study that….’, should be ‘We recommend…’. 

Stress and topic- The stress position should be placed at the end of the sentence. In the 

following sentences ‘Bees disperse pollen’ and Pollen is dispersed by bees’ the stressed words 

are highlighted. For the topic position, however, the subject is at the beginning of the sentence, 

and is the focus of the story. For coherence, the topic position should be consistent. 

Brevity- Applicant/scientist should be brief. Getrid of jargon and repetition. 

Parallelism- Parallel sentences are preferred to unparallel ones. Unparallel sentences are 

disjointed whereas parallel ones are more organized and follow clear communication sequence

and the ideas build over each other.  

Paragraph- The characteristics and structures of paragraphs were defined, and examples 

provided. A paragraph has the major components of a topic sentence, support to topic sentence 

and conclusion. 

Suggested Reference Books:Three (3) references are suggested for further reading as 

follows:‘Critical thinking and Scientific writing’; The ‘Credibility code’; and ‘Scientific writing 

and negotiations’ by Havard Taylor Havard. 
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THE ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF A GRANT MANAGEMENT OFFICE

By   Ms EdithWakida

Mbarara University of Science and Technology (MUST)had instituted a Grants Management 

Office, which ensures that the University generates income through writing of project proposals. 

The functions of the office include:

• Searching for calls for proposals from various sources, notably at the websites, making 

physical visits to offices of potential development partners, or making telephone 

contacts.  

• Follow up on deadlines of project proposal writing- this is important issue as many a 

time, the researchers underestimate the amount of work required to provide response to 

the call. Also juggling between the researchers’ routine responsibility and writing project 

proposals may prove tricky.

• Ensuring that the project proposals are written in accordance with the format of the 

funding Institutions-

• Coordinating the project development activities among different researchers. For 

example, a number of researchers at a University could be writing project proposals that 

are closely related to each other, and the Grant Office can dechiper this and advise for 

mergr or otherwise of the proposals.  

• Provision of information that may be unavailable or out of the researchers’ line of work

The presentation about the grant management office was very relevant to AICAD, where the idea 

of forming such an office has been mooted severally at the GB, but, unfortunately,the ideais yet 

to be adopted, due to, among other factors, the funding constraints.  
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AICAD’S PROGRAMMES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN LINKING KNOWLEDGE TO 

APPLICATION WITHIN COMMUNITIES IN ORDER TO REDUCE POVERTY IN

AFRICAN COUNTRIES
By P. Wakhu

Introduction

This presentation provided information on the broad infrastructural and operational aspects of 

AICAD. The information includes the Institute’s historical base, the functions of the Divisions, 

some activities conducted in the Country Offices in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, and 

achievements attained by the functional divisions of Training and Extension and Information, 

Network and Documentation. A brief mention was also made about the activities conducted by 

Research and Development Division, although details of these were presented in the earlier 

section of this publication. But suffice to state that all of the functional divisions inter-phase in a 

seamless manner with each other.

AICAD’S Approach:

AICAD aims to contribute to povertyreduction by implementing programme and activities for

the:Identification and generation of knowledge and technologies; Translation of the knowledge 

and technologies into a form that can be effectively transferred to target communities;, and, 

Transfer of appropriate knowledge and technology to target communities.

This largely revolves around support for research, training and information 

dissemination.AICAD therefore implements its programme and activities through three (3) 

functional divisions of Research & Development (R&D), Training & Extension (T&E), and 

Information Network & Documentation(IN&D)-See figurative illustration below.  The 4th

division of Administration & Finance supports these three divisions.
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Training and Extension Division Activities.

AICAD organizes short training courses (2-5 weeks) to solve identified socio-economic 

problems.  Three (3) main categories of training conducted by the Institute are: Regional training 

courses; In-country training courses; and, Grassroots training courses.

Regional Training Courses:

These generally target officers who provide services to their communities, and who are in a 

position to use experiences of the training to inform the wider public. The courses provide 

forums where officers within the African region can shareexperiences and explore solutions to 

similar problems. Courses also equip officers with knowledge and skills for improving their 

practice; provide a foundation for attitude change; build capacities that will be used to benefit 

their home communities; provide a forum for comparing current and best practice. The courses 

have been conducted under the topics of Irrigation and Water Resources Management; Africa 

Training Course on Local and Regional Development Planning and Management; Regional 

Training Programme for Trainers of Rural Women; Regional Training Programme for Trainers 

in Export Trade of Commercial Crafts; Managing Agricultural Water under Climate Challenges;

Community and Ecosystem based Climate Change; and; Adaptation Training for Trainers.
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Table: No. of Regional Training Courses Implemented: 2002-2012

Regional Training Course No. of courses No. of participants Year

Irrigation and water 
resources management

3 89 2002-2004

Africa Training Course on 
Local and Regional 
Development Planning and 
Management

5 130 2003-2007

Regional Training 
Programme for Trainers of 
Rural Women

1 26 2006

Regional Training 
Programme for Trainers in 
Export Trade of 
Commercial Crafts

1 35 2007

Managing Agricultural 
Water under Climate 
Challenges

2 62 2010-2012

Community and 
Ecosystem based Clim
ate Change Adaptation 
Training of Trainers

2 55 2010-2011

Total 14 397 -

In-Country Training Courses

The In-Country Training Courses are designed to address various specific community needs. 

These needs are identified from broad themes and include for example improved agricultural 

production, value addition, enterprise development, health and sanitation etc. Participants to the 

courses are identified through the involvement of communities they come from and are involved

in various sectors e.g. farmers, traders, women.
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Grassroots training courses

These are a second version of the in-country courses that are normally carried out on-site, that is 

where participants live. They deal with smaller and specific aspects of courses and themes 

carried out at AICAD central venues.Courses currently running include: Irrigation and Water 

Resources Management; Enterprise Development; Value Addition; Rural Women 

Empowerment; Grassroots Training; and, Export Trade of Commercial Crafts

Table: No. of In-Country Training Courses Implemented

In Country Training 
Course

No. of courses No. of 
participants

Year

Irrigation and Water 
Resources Management

19 560 2002-2009

Enterprise Development 15 444 2005-2009

Value Addition 14 419 2005-2010

Rural Women 
Empowerment

6 290 2007-2011

Grassroots Training 16 623 2004-2009

Export Trade of 
Commercial Crafts

1 29 2010

Total 71 2,365
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Some impacts from training:

Impact from Value Addition Courses:

• Created awareness of opportunities offered by value addition esp. root crops, cassava, 

sweet potatoes and groundnuts.

• Imparted skills in development of products - a good number of ex-trainees were able to 

demonstrate production of market-appropriate products.

• Many trainees reported that they are now processing products for the local market & have 

improved their marketability through proper packaging, labeling and storage.

• Some trainees have adopted use of a few postharvest technologies, including drying and 

preservation of vegetables and pressing oils from various crops.

• Livelihoods improved. Trainees reported ‘able to pay school fees, ‘buy assets (cow) using 

savings’, ‘improved health’.

Impact from courses on Irrigation and Water Resources Management were:

• Efforts made by farmers to apply new technology and introduce new crops e.g. sweet 

potatoes, water conservation and use of compost.

• Expanded area under cultivation & increased profit levels.

• New thinking – farming as a business & marketing of products

Impact from Enterprise Development courses:

The farmers visited during the monitoring and evaluation exercises were able to demonstrate 

high levels of knowledge and skills in business management; ability to conduct market surveys; 

manage inputs; maintain records and market their produce; ability to negotiate e.g. contracting, 

renting land etc; improved customer relations; and, ability to evaluate performance of business.

Research and Development Divisional Activities:

Supports applied or action oriented research projects which have relevance and potential for 

poverty reduction and improvement of livelihoods, effectively involving the whole profile of 

relevant stakeholders. 
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Table: Community Empowerment Programme Projects conducted in three countries 

Country Location Project implemented No of 

beneficiaries/

households

Kenya Gilgil 

District

• Integrated Irrigation Farming 

Project

• Water Harvesting & 

Management Project

• Livestock Production Project

59 people

59 people

40 people

Tanzania Kibaha 

District

• Empowering Women for 

Poverty Reduction (food 

processing)

20 people

Uganda Mityana 

District

• Improving livelihoods in 

Kakindu Sub-county through 

building capacity for soil & 

water conservation

• Promotion of income 

generation among persons 

with disability in Butayunja 

Sub-county (maize & 

soybean cultivation and 

chicken farming)

47 households

67 households

• Integrated irrigation farming whose goal is to increase agricultural production through 

integrating various crops and farming practices in target areas.

• Water harvesting and management whose main objective is to promote rainwater 

harvesting through runoff harvesting and roof catchment.
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• Livestock production which focuses  on increasing livestock production through 

improvement of available breeds of livestock and adoption of modern livestock 

production technologies.

CEP Projects in Kenya (Kariandusi Model Region)

• Integrated irrigation farming whose goal is to increase agricultural production through 

integrating various crops and farming practices in target areas.

• Water harvesting and management whose main objective is to promote rainwater 

harvesting through runoff harvesting and roof catchment.

• Livestock production which focuses  on increasing livestock production through 

improvement of available breeds of livestock and adoption of modern livestock 

production technologies.

• CEP Projects in Uganda (Mityana Model Region

• Improving livelihoods in Kakindu Sub-county through building capacity for soil and 

water conservation - by developing capacity for water harvesting, soil & water 

conservation, drought mitigation etc.

• Promotion of income generation among persons with disability in Butayunja sub-county -

by promoting maize & soybean cultivation, chicken farming, piggery etc. 

CEP Projects in Tanzania (Kibaha Model Region)

Empowering Women for poverty Reduction – by increasing the production and sales of processed 

agricultural products through improved skills, acquisition of appropriate equipment, improved 

management etc

Some achievements & impacts of CEP: a total of 178 people and 114 households in the target 

sites have directly benefited from CEP; mean income per person increased; women use extra 

income for educating children and purchasing household appliances; number having 3 meals per 

day increased by almost 30% (Kariandusi); Confidence raised; and, sharing knowledge.
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Universities’ Outreach Programmes (UOA)

AICAD initiated the Universities’ Outreach Activities (UOA) programme in order to establish 

strategies for enhancing implementation of university outreach activities

General aims of AICAD’s UOA Programme, were three-fold: 

Sensitize the universities in the region on the importance of implementation of Universities’ 

Outreach Activities (UOA); Support implementation of actual activities—referred to as model 

activities under the UOA programme—for poverty reduction in the communities; and, to bring 

research, training and outreach into the service of local communities.

Current UOA Activities:

Outreach symposium held at AICAD Hq. from 18 - 19 October 2010; Symposia for universities 

in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda conducted; Outreach activities reports presentation workshop 

held at AICAD Hq., from 20 - 21 February 2012; and, AICAD/JICA Supported ‘Model 

University Outreach Activities’ implemented by universities in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.

Outreach symposium held at AICAD HQs from 18 - 19 October 2010

Key outputs:

– Ideas about the significance of university outreach activities in East Africa 

discussed and shared

– Good examples of outreach programmes and activities in East Africa and Japan 

shared.

– Most effective approaches and methodologies for implementation of outreach 

programmes and activities within target communities explored.

– Information about AICAD activities in the three Country Offices, particularly 

CEP shared.

– Possible role of AICAD in the promotion of university outreach activities in East 

Africa discussed.

– Process for implementation of outreach programmes and activities in East Africa 

discussed.
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– Recommendations to promote and enhance implementation of universities 

outreach activities made. 

Outreach symposium held at AICAD HQs from 18 - 19 October 2010

Recommendations

– Develop outreach policy and strategy for each institution so that outreach 

activities are implemented in a structured well-coordinated manner. 

– Communicate outcome of symposium through publication of proceedings. 

– Sensitize university leadership on the need to support development of the policy 

and strategy for outreach in universities. 

– Capture all outreach activities being undertaken in member universities and 

compile, document and share the information on a common webpage/database.  

– Establish collaborative links between all relevant institutions for promotion of 

universities’ outreach activities.

Symposia for universities in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda conducted

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Kenya, AICADHq. 5 - 6 September 2011.

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Tanzania, Sokoine University of Agriculture,  28 – 29 November 2011. 

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Uganda, Makerere University, 12 – 13 December 2011 

Key Output 

- General framework generated with outline of the key elements upon which policy for 

implementation of universities’ outreach activities will be constructed for further internal 

processing and development within each institution, and eventual production of 

institutional documents.

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Kenya, AICADHq. 5 - 6 September 2011.
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- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Tanzania, Sokoine University of Agriculture,  28 – 29 November 2011. 

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of Universities’ Outreach 

Activities in Uganda, Makerere University, 12 – 13 December 2011 

Outreach activities reports presentation workshop held at AICAD Hq., 20 - 21 Feb. 

Key outputs 

• Actual experiences from universities on progress made in development of Outreach 

Policy Documents shared.

• Progress made in implementation of AICAD-supported universities’ outreach projects in 

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda presented.

• Key Recommendations and Way Forward from the three Country Symposia confirmed. 

The following were emphasized:

– Using outputs of symposia, each university should involve all relevant 

stakeholders in development, dissemination and implementation of institutional 

policy for outreach.

– All relevant Ministries, Departments and Agencies should adopt the framework 

developed in the symposia for support of universities outreach activities.

– Discussions should be conducted among all relevant Ministries, Departments and 

Agencies to initiate development of National Policy on outreach.
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Table: AICAD/JICA Supported Outreach Projects in selected member Universities

Country Project Title Implementer

Kenya Use of Bio-Control 

Technologies to Control Pests 

and Diseases in Tissue 

Culture Bananas 

Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and 

Technology

Kenya Leveraging Nutritious Foods 

for Improving Nutritional 

Status in Lurambi Division, 

Kakamega County Kenya 

MasindeMuliro University of Science and Technology

Tanzania Improvement of Banana 

Production in Mkuyuni and 

Matombo Divisions

Sokoine University of Agriculture

Uganda Capacity Building of Small 

Holder Farmers in Gulu 

District on Agribusiness 

andEntrepreneurship

Gulu University

Some achievements & impacts of UOA

• Awareness created among the member universities that UOA should be regarded as one 

of the three pillars of university missions: research, teaching and outreach

• All AICAD/JICA supported UOAs implemented and completed with satisfactory results

• Technologies introduced were applied by a number of the target community members. 

• Tanzanian implementers of “Improvement of Banana Production in Mkuyuni and 

Matombo Divisions” visited JKUAT’s UOA, “Use of Bio-Control Technologies to 

Control Pests and Diseases in Tissue Culture Bananas” - participants were able to share 

knowledge which was useful for the improvement of their projects. 
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Information, Network and Documentation Activities

Database and Multimedia Development- This is a major activity within the IN&D Division

and involves collecting, processing, storage and dissemination of information; Poverty 

Alleviation Information & Knowledge System (PAIKS); website; publications; Library 

networking; conferences, workshops, seminars & symposia.
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Conclusion

Relevance of AICAD programmes is high, well aligned with national development policies of 

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda as well as Japan's ODA policy towards Africa, responding well to 

needs of target group.

Impact was relatively high. Activities have been successful in making positive economic and 

social impact on participants of training and other programmes. Impact sometimes observed even 

outside the target groups as the training or programme participants often share their newly 

acquired knowledge with other community members. Positive impact includes stronger social 

cohesion of target communities and rural women’s empowerment through increased cash 

income.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSIONS
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSIONS

Q1. Following the death of over 60 children recently at KiambuCounty in Kenya, questions 

have been raised concerning the possible causes of the disaster and how such a situation could 

have been mitigated.

A1. Causes of mortality could be due to effects of premature birth, measles, and breathing

problems. There is need to conduct analyses, and to identify the exact causes. But, generally it is 

possible that the skills required by the medical staff, to save the babies could have declined over 

time. The requisite skills could be for operating breathing apparatus and other modern 

equipments and procedures.  There is need to maintain/upgradethequality of the skills, as it has 

been shown by some studies that training, and availing requisite tools to the health workers 

reduced mortality from 20% to 8%.

Q2.Between applied research and basic research, which one would be the more appropriate to 

the developing countries, such as in the Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)? And yet most of the 

innovative ideas are generated during implementation of basic research?

A2. Applied research would be the most appropriate in SSA, as it would solve the real challenges 

among the populations. It should be underscored that such challenges have been reduced or 

eradicated for the most part in the Developed countries. Applied research is also cheap and does 

not require expensive laboratories, such as would be required for gene sequencing, for example.

But the other alternative is for the developing countries to build their capability to undertake 

basic research. This can be done by the inter-marriage  between pure sciences, notably, biology, 

chemistry and mathematics. Otherwise the current approach, whereby only practical sciences, 

such as, engineering and medicine, are advanced, leaves out opportunities for conducting basic 

scientific research.   

Q3. How is patenting done? Do Universities support Patenting (Intellectual Property Rights)?

A3. The presenter,who was based at the Mbarara University (MUST) had his product patented in 

the year 2018. The knowledge he had gained had shown that, in general, Universities usually 

lack capacity to support IPR registration. To circumvent this set back,the researcher should be 

ready to invest their personal funds and/or incorporate the costs into budget lines (at the 
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Institutional or Ministry level). Additionally, the cost of registration can be spread over many 

countries- the potential markets for the product- in this way resulting into the value of product 

appreciating to a level where the project can sustain itself. The issue of patenting and legislation 

was identified as an important activity area where AICAD could spearhead in the development 

of human capacity within the participating countries.

Q4. Frustration was expressed in a case where the Development partner had decided to retain

most of the funds for itself and did not share the products generated during the collaborative 

work?

A4. Ideally the commitment into the project from each partner should be clarified, through 

written agreements, at the time of project formulation. Additionally, in situations where channels 

of communication or forum for conflict resolution exist, the issue should be handled at that level.

Eventually the partnering party has to make a hard choiceby weighing the advantages   of 

confronting the co-partner, or extract some positive attributes from the association, which lessons 

would assist in the future engagements.

Q5. How would an applicant foresee some of the hidden issues, such as cultural ones, which 

might influence the success of an application?

A5. It would be beneficial for an applicant to explore beyond the information provided. 

Fortunately, for most of the time, the Development partner is helpful, and will avail applicants

with appropriate contactsfor one  to obtain useful information. Some of the information is 

obtainable through social interaction and being open to each other. It would be helpful to 

endeavor to understand the cultural background of a partner/funding agency. 

Q6. How are the researches carried out by AICAD previously aligned to the member 

Universities?

A6. All of the AICAD’s calls for proposals are advertised in transparent manners throughthe 

mass media (local dailies,AICAD’s website, and at the member universities’ notice boards or 

administrative offices (VCs and Faculty Deans). The lecturers and researchers would normally

respond to the calls by submitting their research proposals. The funds for the successful 

proposals would be dispatched through the Universities’ administrative channels. Part of this 
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process involves the Principal Investigator (PI) and the Head of the Vice-Chancellor or Head of 

Department, signing the Memorandum of Understanding with AICAD, prior to the release of the 

funds. Furthermore accountability for the funds usuallypass through the normal University’s 

accountability protocol, prior to being deposited at AICAD. Moreover, 5% of the released funds 

would be given to the University for its administrative support, 5% to PI and 80% of the funds 

used for project work. Team members of the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) exercises were 

also sourced from the Universities. The procedure ensures that the University participates and 

owns the project at levels of project implementation through to M&E. 

Q7. How does AICAD assist the young Universities who are in great need of the support?

A7. When AICAD receives the project proposals (as described in section 6 above), the 

documents are analyzed, against set criteria, followed, thereafter, by the allocation of funds. The 

selection process and allocation of the resource are conducted in a manner to ensure fairness 

across the thematic area, Universities and partner countries. Moreover, priority is usually given 

to support the young universities -while not compromising on quality of work- considering that 

the young universitiesare usually at lower levels of human capacity development when compared 

with the older and more established universities.     

Q8. What is the spirit of this workshop and what value does it add to AICAD? 

A8. Based upon this workshop, AICAD planned to assemble the representatives from the partner 

Institutes in order to develop a project proposal for the Institute. Director of R&D would develop 

a proposal to the GB and, if passed, to develop a budget for the activity. The turn up of the 

invitees was a sign of commitment by the Universities for support of the Institute’s activities.

The workshop established foundation- information on contacts and infrastructure in place- to 

conduct the activities  

Q9. What is the difference between AICAD’s mandate and that of similar organizations within 

the region?

A9. AICAD’s mandate was formulated during the Institute’s formative year in 1998 at the 

Second Tokyo International Conference for African Development (TICAD II). At that time, the 

Heads of states of the African Countries and the president of Japan, agreed to establishan 
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Institute in Africa, which would spearhead work on applied research, translation and 

dissemination of technologies generated from the Universities and Research Institutes,thus 

improve the people’s quality of life in the continent. The institute would further enable the 

African students who had completed their studies in Universities in Japan, to return back home 

and apply their skills, while at the same time, securing gainful employment. The reason for this 

was that, until this time, a number of the graduates opted to get jobs in Japan. 

So, AICAD’s unique nichewas established during its formative stage, in comparison from the 

apparently similar organizations. Thus the Institute’s scope of operation is pan-African, and 

focuses efforts on implementation of poverty alleviation, whereas the other organizations, such 

as, RUFORUM and Inter-University Council for East Africa (IUCEA) have their priority areas 

confined within East Africa. Additionally the principle focus of those other organizations is on 

policy issues, whereas that of AICAD is based upon handling the actual technologies.Despite the 

apparent differences in the operations of these institutes, the efforts are directed at 

complementing each other.

Q10. Is the GrantOffice at the Mbarara University of Science and Technology sustained 

financially through core support from the University or from the project?

A10. The office is supported by the funds from the successful project proposals won by the 

university. 

Q11. What would be the benefit to AICAD if the Institute coordinates or participates in the 

development of a project proposal, but the funding agency decides to award the funds to the 

partner Institute instead?

A11. Under such a scenario AICAD should claim credit due to the important roles it will have 

played in securing the funds. 
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WAY FORWARD
The Subject of ‘Scientific writing’ was identified as an important activity to be implemented in the future 

by R&D Division. The beneficiaries will be the researchers and lecturers from the partner universities.

AICAD also planned to organize a workshop to tackle the important issue of Patenting and Legislation/ 

Intellectual Property Rights. The knowledge would empower the Institute’s partner universities, to 

maximally exploit the knowledge resources generated from those institutes.

One important technology, on low-cost housing (using stabilized but locally available soils), would 

significantly improve on the current poor standards of shelter among most of the communities in the 

partner countries. AICAD will benchmark the possible beneficiaries of this technology, thereafter 

endeavor to embark of the promotional efforts.

AICAD planned to identify promising research outputs, which are/were generated during the Institutes 

funding supported, and/or generated from other sources. Such technologies will be promoted to address 

the developmental needs of the communities in the partner countries.  

R&D planned to adopt some of the recommendations, which were generated during this workshop, in 

order to attract funds for the Division’s activities. The notable strategies include collaboration with sister

organizations; actively search for calls for proposals in the websites; directing of efforts to write the 

proposals on trending strategic thematic areas; and, actively contacting potential funding agencies, and 

personalities, whenever opportunities present themselves.     
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Annex 1: Programme

Time Activity Responsible
10th March Arrival of Facilitators & Participants- Accommodation  at 

AICAD Guest House and in SAJOREC Guest House, Jomo 
Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology

J. Githua & G. Ogola
Thuku Kamau Benson

11th March
08.00-08.15 Registration at AICAD J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
08.15-08.20 Welcome remarks by Ag. Executive Director, AICAD, 

Prof. D. Byarugaba
P. Wakhu

08.20-08.30 Welcome remarks by AGM Chairperson Prof. 
CelestinoObua

P. Wakhu

08.30-09.00 Official Opening by Prof. Collette A. Suda,Chief Adm.  
Secretary & Principal Secretary, State Department for 
University Education and Research, Ministry of 
Education, Kenya

D. Byarugaba

09.00-09.15 Presentation by Prof. S. Data, Mbarara University 
(MUST)- Medicine and Public Health & related disciplines 

P. Wakhu

09.15-09.30 Presentation Prof. N. Banadda (Makerere University)-
Engineering & Applied Sciences

P. Wakhu

09.30-09.45 Presentation by Prof. Rai (State Univiversity of Zanzibar)-
ICT

P.Wakhu

09.45-10.00 Presentation by Prof. CelestinoObua (MUST)- Big Grant 
management and proposal writing ingredients

P. Wakhu

10.00-10.15 Presentation by Prof. D. Sila (JKUAT)- Agricultural 
products and value addition

P. Wakhu

10.15-10.30 Presentation by Prof. D. Byarugaba- Environment and 
related disciplines

P. Wakhu

10.30-11.00 Plenary and General questions and reaction P. Wakhu
11.00-11.30 Health Break and Group Photo J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
11.30-01.00 Group Work. Project Proposal writing skills BO
13.00-14.00 Lunch Break J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
14.00-16.00 Continuation of Proposal Writing Skills DB
16.00-16.20 Health Break J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
16.20-17.00 Review of Progress Made and setting pace for Day II Resource Persons
12th March 
08.30-10.30 Continuation of proposal writing DB
10.30-11.00 Health Break J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
11.00-13.00 Presentation of Draft Proposals (20 minutes/group) DB
13.00-14.00 Lunch Break J. Githua, Esther Mativo& 

G. Ogola
14.00-16.00 Way Forward DB
16.00-17.00 Closing Remarks by Vice Chancellor JKUAT DB

*Overall raporteur: Dr. Benson Odongo –Director Research &Development Division
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Annex 2. Contact of Participants 

 

S/N
PARTICIPANT/COUN
TRY INSTITUTION EMAIL TELEPHONE
KENYA

1 Prof. Daniel N. Sila

Jomo Kenyatta 
Univ. of Agri& 
Tech. dsila@jkuat.ac.ke +254716238803

 

2 Prof. Hassan Were

MasindeMuliro
Uni of Sci& 
Tech hwere@mmust.ac.ke +254724972207

3 Prof. Simeon Mining Moi University smining57@gmail.com +254722726192

4 Dr. Benson Nyambega
Maseno 
University nyambega@maseno.ac.ke +254728270404

5
Prof. Isabel 
NyokabiWagara

Egerton 
University iwagara@egerton.ac.ke +254722845563

6 Prof. Paul Okemo
Kenyatta 
University paulokemo@gmail.com +254722942072

UGANDA

1 Prof. CelestinoObua
Mbarara 
University celestino.obua@must.ac.ug +256777237723

2 Prof. Noble Banadda
Makerere 
University banadda@caes.mak.ac.ug +256774046689

3 Dr. Data Santorino
Mbarara 
University sdata@must.ac.ug +256774500571

4 Ms Edith Wakida
Mbarara 
University ediwakida@must.ac.ug +256782685541

5 Dr. Arthur Tugume
Makerere 
University aktugume@gmail.com +256772514841

6 Dr. Alfred Alumai Muni University a.alumai@muni.ac.ug +256776780280

7 Dr. Samson Rwahwire
Busitema 
University rbsjunior@gmail.com +256776369920

8
Ass. Prof. Joyce 
AsiimweAyikoru

Kyambogo 
University jayikoru@kyu.ac.ug +256772381673

9
Ass. Prof. Caleb 
Tamwesigire

Kabale 
University ctamwesigire@kab.ac.ug +256772434711

TANZANIA

1 Dr. Makame O. Makame
State University 
of Zanzibar

makame.makame@suza.ac.t
z +255773437143

2 Dr. Fauzia Mohammed
Open University 
of Tanzania fauzia.mohamed@out.ac.tz +255782374953

3
Prof. 
BendantungukaTiisekwa SUA, Tanzania tiisekwa@sua.ac.tz +255754476410
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AICAD STAFF

1 Prof. Dominic Byarugaba
Ag. Executive 
Director byarugaba@aicad.or.ke +254724816848

2 Dr. Benson Odongo

Research & 
Development 
Director odongo@aicad.or.ke +254710660070

3 Mr. Patrick Wakhu

Training & 
Extension 
Director wakhu@aicad.or.ke +254722730618

4 Mr. Leonard Sang

Administration 
& Finance 
Director sang@aicad.or.ke +254722375790

5 Mr. Allen Chombo Internal Auditor
chomboallen2006@yahoo.c
om +254721405308

6 Mr. Patrick Wanjala Accountant wanjala@aicad.or.ke +254723876687

7
Dr. 
AdalberAineOmucunguzi

Assist. Country 
Director, 
Uganda Country 
Office aineadalbert@gmail.com +256772890535

8 Mr. Joseph Mwenda

Assist. Country 
Director, Kenya 
Country Office mwenda@aicad.or.ke +254722682325

9 Mr. Stanley Ngugi
Accounts 
Assistant ngugi@aicad.or.ke +254722505771

10 Ms. Millicent Njiri
Office 
Administrator njiri@aicad.or.ke +254727132649
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Annex 3: Workshop evaluation questionnaire 
March 10-13 2019

SCORES 1 - 5: 1 = lowest score 3 = Average score 5 = Highest score

1. Technical evaluation 

RATINGS
V. good Good Fair Poor Total

1. Content adequacy

2. Content relevance 

3. Process facilitation

4. Time Management

5. Overall Assessment

2. Venue evaluation 
6. Accommodation

7. Meals

8. Venue

9. Hospitality

What did you like most in the Workshop?

Suggest what AICAD should improve in future workshop

3. Overall comment---------------------------------------



AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR CAPACITY 
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TRAINING

AICAD organizes short training courses (2-5 

weeks) to solve identified socio-economic 

problems.  3 main categories:

• Regional training courses

• In-country training courses

• Grassroots training courses

 

• AICAD aims to contribute to poverty
reduction by implementing programme and 
activities for:

– Identification and generation of knowledge 
and technologies.

– Translation of the knowledge and 
technologies into a form that can be 
effectively transferred to target communities.

– Transfer of appropriate knowledge and 
technology to target communities.

• This largely revolves around support for 
research, training and information 
dissemination.

• AICAD therefore implements its programme and 
activities through three functional divisions of 
Research & Development, Training & Extension, 
and Information Network & Documentation.  
The 4th division of Administration & Finance 
supports these three divisions.

• Country Offices coordinate and follow up on 
implementation of AICAD activities in respective 
countries in collaboration with the Secretariat.

AICAD’S APPROACH
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Regional Training Courses

• Irrigation and Water Resources Management  

• Africa Training Course on Local and Regional Development 
Planning and Management 

• Regional Training Programme for Trainers of Rural Women

• Regional Training Programme for Trainers in Export Trade of 
Commercial Crafts

• Managing Agricultural Water under Climate Challenges

• Community and Ecosystem based Climate Change Adaptation 
Training for Trainers

 

Regional Training Courses

These generally target officers who provide services to their 
communities, and who are in a position to use experiences of the 
training to inform the wider public.

•Provide a forum where officers within the African region can share    
experiences and explore solutions to similar problems.

•Equip officers with knowledge and skills for improving their practice.

•Provide a foundation for attitude change.

•Build capacities that will be used to benefit their home communities.

•Provide a forum for comparing current and best practice
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In-Country Training Courses

• Designed to address various specific community needs. 

These needs are identified from broad themes and 

include for example improved agricultural production, 

value addition, enterprise development, health and 

sanitation etc. 

• Participants to the courses are identified through the 

involvement of communities they come from and are 

involved in various sectors e.g. farmers, traders, women.

 

Regional Training Course Number of courses Number of 
participants

Year

Irrigation and water resources 
management

3 89 2002-2004

Africa Training Course on Local 
and Regional Development 
Planning and Management

5 130 2003-2007

Regional Training Programme 
for Trainers of Rural Women

1 26 2006

Regional Training Programme 
for Trainers in Export Trade of 
Commercial Crafts

1 35 2007

Managing Agricultural Water 
under Climate Challenges

2 62 2010-2012

Community and Ecosystem 
based Climate Change 
Adaptation Training of Trainers

2 55 2010-2011

Total 14 397 -

NUMBER OF REGIONAL TRAINING 
COURSES IMPLEMENTED
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Courses currently running

• Irrigation and Water Resources Management

• Enterprise Development

• Value Addition

• Rural Women Empowerment

• Grassroots Training

• Export Trade of Commercial Crafts

 

Grassroots training courses

• These are a second version of the in-country 

courses that are normally carried out on-site, 

that is where participants live. 

• They deal with smaller and specific aspects of 

courses and themes carried out at AICAD 

central venues.
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Some impacts from training
Value Addition
Created awareness of opportunities offered by 
value addition esp. root crops, cassava, sweet 
potatoes and groundnuts.

Imparted skills in development of products - a 
good number of ex-trainees were able to 
demonstrate production of market-appropriate 
products.

Many trainees reported that they are now 
processing products for the local market & have 
improved their marketability through proper 
packaging, labeling and storage.

Some trainees have adopted use of a few 
postharvest technologies, including drying and 
preservation of vegetables and pressing oils 
from various crops.

Livelihoods improved. Trainees reported ‗able 
to pay school fees, ‗buy assets (cow) using 
savings‘, ‗improved health‘.

 

In Country Training 
Course

Number of 
courses

Number of 
participants

Year

Irrigation and Water 
Resources Management

19 560 2002-2009

Enterprise Development 15 444 2005-2009

Value Addition 14 419 2005-2010

Rural Women 
Empowerment

6 290 2007-2011

Grassroots Training 16 623 2004-2009
Export Trade of 
Commercial Crafts

1 29 2010

Total 71 2,365

NUMBER OF IN-COUNTRY TRAINING 
COURSES IMPLEMENTED
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Some impacts from training

Enterprise Development

Farmers visited were able to 
demonstrate high levels of knowledge & 
skills in business management, ability to 
conduct market surveys, manage inputs, 
maintain records & market their 
produce. Ability to negotiate e.g. 
contracting, renting land etc.

Improved customer relations, ability to 
evaluate performance of business.

 

Some impacts from training

Irrigation and Water 
Resources Management

Efforts made by farmers to apply 
new technology and introduce new 
crops e.g. sweet potatoes, water 
conservation and use of compost.

Expanded area under cultivation & 
increased profit levels.

New thinking – farming as a 
business & marketing of products.
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Research Themes

• Food and Nutrition 

Security

• Industrialization Process

• Environmental 

Conservation

• Community Development

• Water Resources 

Management and 

Conservation

• Health Equity

• Policy and 

Implementation 

RESEARCH

Supports applied or action oriented research 

projects which have relevance and potential for 

poverty reduction and improvement of 

livelihoods, effectively involving the whole profile 

of relevant stakeholders. 
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Country Pilot 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH TOTAL
Kenya 7 14 18 12 7 58
Tanzania 2 5 14 9 5 37
Uganda 1 3 8 7 5 24
Total 10 22 40 28 17 119

NUMBER OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 
SUPPORTED BY AICAD

 

Research Categories

• Discipline specific research

• Multidisciplinary research

• Graduate students‘ research
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Other AICAD-supported research activities
Dissemination of New Rice for Africa (NERICA)

• Supported implementation of NERICA adaptability trials to identify 

recommended varieties and suitable areas for cultivation.

• Supported national performance trials in Kenya resulting in 

identification of 4 varieties which KEPHIS approved for release to 

farmers.  Facilitated registration of 3 varieties in Zanzibar.

• Supported production and distribution of NERICA cultivation 

guidelines.

• Conducted NERICA training for agricultural extension workers.

 

• AICAD‘s R&D support system to identify and 
generate knowledge and technology for poverty 
reduction established.

• Out of 119 projects, potential for dissemination 
was identified in 25 projects.

• 6 projects disseminated under KTDP.

Major outputs
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The programme seeks to enhance application of research 
outcomes in target communities through the following 
processes:

21

Knowledge &Technology Dissemination 
Programme (KTDP)

 

Enhancing impact in Target Communities

• During Phase 2 and Phase 3 of the AICAD/JICA project it was felt 

that AICAD should work towards enhancing the impact of its 

activities within target communities.

• Greater emphasis was placed on dissemination of knowledge and 

technologies to the communities in order to achieve AICAD‘s 

mission of ‗linking knowledge to application within communities in order 

to reduce poverty in African countries’.

• New programmes were introduced:

- Knowledge and Technology Dissemination Programme (KTDP).

- Community Empowerment Programme (CEP). 

- Universities‘ Outreach Activities Programme UOA).
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KTDP Projects
• Project Title: Cassava Production and 

Utilization in Rongo District.
• Project Status: Ongoing
• Project Site: Rongo District, Migori 

County Nyanza Province, Kenya.
• Director Beneficiaries: 150 local cassava 

farmers.
• Implementers: Kenya CO, Maseno 

University, the District Agricultural 
Office.

• Achievements: (i) 50 local cassava farmers 
trained on cassava production (ii) 45 local 
cassava farmers trained on cassava 
processing and utilization, (iii) 10 bulking 
sites/plots established and a total of 150 
local farmers were supplied with clean 
cassava planting materials from the 
building sites (iv) Two new cassava 
varieties introduced, (v) a field day – open 
day organised.

cassava processing during a field day 

• Project Title: Improving Sesame 
production and  utilization in low to 
medium rainfall areas of  Western 
Kenya.

• Project Status: Completed
• Project Site: Kabondo Division, 

Rachuonyo District, Kenya.
• Direct Beneficiaries: 90 farmers.
• Implementers: Maseno University 

and Kenya  Country Office.
• Achievements: (i) A total of 90 

farmers cultivated sesame during 
Sept – Dec 2009, (ii) The number of 
out-growers (non-group members 
adopting the technologies) on the 
increase

KTDP Projects
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KTDP Projects
• Project Title: Piggery Training
• Project Site: Mityana District, Uganda
• Direct Beneficiaries: 20 pig farmers
• Implementers: Uganda CO, Makerere 

University, Gulu University, Engineer 
Frobisher Kabanga (a private sector resource 
person).

• Achievements: (i) The training conducted, 
(ii) A total of 22 farmers (20 existing pig 
farmers and two new farmers) running 
piggery business.

• Project Title: Ceramics
• Project Site: Mityana District, Uganda
• Direct Beneficiaries: 20 people
• Implementers: Uganda CO, Kyambogo 

University, Makerere University, KYU-
Design Center, Celtec Academy, Makerere 
University Business School.

• Achievement: (i) The training conducted.
25

 

KTDP Projects
• Project Title: Semi Prefab Concrete 

Construction Techniques for Urban Low 
Cost Housing.

• Project Site: Whole Tanzania
• Direct Beneficiaries: Tanzania communities 

and the building construction sector.
• Implementers: Tanzania CO, University of 

Dar es Salaam and National House & 
Building Research Agency (NHBRA).

• Achievements: (i) Appraised selection of 
semi-prefab Elements and components (ii) 
Upgraded existing semi-prefab elements and 
components (iii) Conceived New elements 
and components (iv) Considered aspects 
related to handling of various elements and 
components during construction (v) 
Identified and studied practical details that 
need to be considered and design the best 
way to accommodate them.

Development  of the slab component using pre-
cast hollow components & steel bars. 
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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT 
PROGRAMME

The Community Empowerment Programme (CEP) is a 
community oriented programme targeting selected 
community groups in specific areas using multiple 
interventions simultaneously with particular emphasis on 
community participation towards socioeconomic 
development.  

• Project Title: Sustainable use of Papyrus
• Project status: Ongoing
• Project Site: Mityana 
• Direct Beneficiaries: 30 group members
• Implementers: Uganda CO, Makerere 

University, Kyambogo University, Menta 
University, Ministry of Water and 
Environment (Wetlands Department), and 
community representatives.

• Achievements: (1) A working group 
established, (2) Survey conducted and 
crafts are made, (3) a list of potential 
papyrus products prepared, (4) A 
participatory Planning meeting organized 
and a prioritized list of papyrus products 
and an activity schedule developed, (5) A 
study tour arranged, (6) A review meeting 
organized, (7) A training course organized.

KTDP Projects
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Knowledge Management

Database

Existing 
knowledge and 
technologies

Research 
results

Target 
Communities

Needs survey, 
Inquiries, 
Requests, etc.

Needs, 
Problems, 
Opportunities

Subject matters 
for research 
projectsCommunity-

based Research

Trainings, Extension, 
Information 
Dissemination, etc.

CEP Concept

 

Core Principles/Values/Features of the CEP

• Focus on community needs.

• Emphasis on participatory management.

• Provision of Technical support.

• Collaboration with stakeholders.

• Promotion of efforts towards self-reliance.

• Progressive steps towards empowerment.
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CEP Projects
Country Location Project implemented No of 

beneficiaries/
households

Kenya Gilgil 
District

• Integrated Irrigation Farming Project
• Water Harvesting & Management 

Project
• Livestock Production Project

59 people

59 people
40 people

Tanzania Kibaha 
District

• Empowering Women for Poverty 
Reduction (food processing)

20 people

Uganda Mityana 
District

• Improving livelihoods in Kakindu 
Sub-county through building 
capacity for soil & water conservation

• Promotion of income generation 
among persons with disability in 
Butayunja Sub-county (maize & 
soybean cultivation and chicken 
farming)

47 households

67 households

 

Community Empowerment Process

AICAD together with relevant government 
departments selects target community after 
field reconnaissance 

A baseline survey is carried out in the target 
community to assess current status

Community identifies their needs, main 
problems and discusses the causes & effects

The community is assisted in formulating 
projects that address the problems through 
community action plans

AICAD working with partners, supports the 
transfer of the relevant knowledge and 
technologies.
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• Improving livelihoods in Kakindu Sub-
county through building capacity for 
soil and water conservation - by 
developing capacity for water 
harvesting, soil & water conservation, 
drought mitigation etc.

• Promotion of income generation 
among persons with disability in 
Butayunja sub-county - by promoting 
maize & soybean cultivation, chicken 
farming, piggery etc. 

CEP Projects in Uganda (Mityana Model Region)

 

CEP Projects in Kenya (Kariandusi Model Region)

• Integrated irrigation farming whose goal is to 
increase agricultural production through 
integrating various crops and farming practices 
in target areas.

• Water harvesting and management whose main 
objective is to promote rainwater harvesting 
through runoff harvesting and roof catchment.

• Livestock production which focuses  on 
increasing livestock production through 
improvement of available breeds of livestock and 
adoption of modern livestock production 
technologies.
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Some achievements & impacts 
of CEP
• A total of 178 people and 114 households in the target sites 

have directly benefited from CEP.

• Mean income per person increased.

• Women use extra income for educating children and 
purchasing household appliances.

• Number having 3 meals per day increased by almost 30% 
(Kariandusi).

• Confidence raised, sharing knowledge.

 

• Empowering Women 
for poverty Reduction –
by increasing the 
production and sales of 
processed agricultural 
products through 
improved skills, 
acquisition of 
appropriate equipment, 
improved management 
etc.

CEP Projects in Tanzania (Kibaha Model Region)
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General aim of AICAD’s UOA Programme

• Sensitize the universities in the region on the importance of 

implementation of Universities‘ Outreach Activities (UOA).

• Support implementation of actual activities—referred to as 

model activities under the UOA programme—for poverty 

reduction in the communities.

• The main aim of this programme is to bring research, training 

and outreach into the service of local communities.

 

UNIVERSITIES’ OUTREACH 
ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME (UOA)

AICAD initiated the Universities‘ Outreach Activities 

(UOA) programme in order to establish strategies for 

enhancing implementation of university outreach activities. 
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Outreach symposium held at AICAD HQs from 
18 - 19 October 2010

Key outputs
– Ideas about the significance of university outreach activities in 

East Africa discussed and shared
– Good examples of outreach programmes and activities in East 

Africa and Japan shared.
– Most effective approaches and methodologies for 

implementation of outreach programmes and activities within 
target communities explored.

– Information about AICAD activities in the three Country 
Offices, particularly CEP shared.

– Possible role of AICAD in the promotion of university outreach 
activities in East Africa discussed.

– Process for implementation of outreach programmes and 
activities in East Africa discussed.

– Recommendations to promote and enhance implementation of 
universities outreach activities made. 

 

Current UOA Activities

• Outreach symposium held at AICAD Hq. from 18 - 19 October 2010.

• Symposia for universities in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda 
conducted.

• Outreach activities reports presentation workshop held at AICAD 
Hq., from 20 - 21 February 2012.

• AICAD/JICA Supported ‗Model University Outreach Activities‘ 
implemented by universities in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. 
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Symposia for universities in Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda conducted

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of 
Universities‘ Outreach Activities in Kenya,  AICAD Hq. 5 - 6 
September 2011.

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of 
Universities‘ Outreach Activities in Tanzania, Sokoine University of 
Agriculture,  28 – 29 November 2011. 

- Symposium on Development of Policy for Implementation of 
Universities‘ Outreach Activities in Uganda, Makerere University, 
12 – 13 December 2011 

Key Output
- General framework generated with outline of the key elements 

upon which policy for implementation of universities‘ outreach 
activities will be constructed for further internal processing and 
development within each institution, and eventual production of 
institutional documents.

 

Recommendations
– Develop outreach policy and strategy for each institution 

so that outreach activities are implemented in a structured 
well coordinated manner. 

– Communicate outcome of symposium through 
publication of proceedings. 

– Sensitize university leadership on the need to support 
development of the policy and strategy for outreach in 
universities. 

– Capture all outreach activities being undertaken in 
member universities and compile, document and share 
the information on a common webpage/database.  

– Establish collaborative links between all relevant 
institutions for promotion of universities‘ outreach 
activities.

Outreach symposium held at AICAD HQs from 
18 - 19 October 2010
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CURRENT AICAD/JICA SUPPORTED OUTREACH 
PROJECTS IN MEMBER UNIVERSITIES

Country Project Title Implementer
Kenya Use of Bio-Control Technologies to 

Control Pests and Diseases in Tissue 
Culture Bananas 

Jomo Kenyatta 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology

Kenya Leveraging Nutritious Foods for 
Improving Nutritional Status in 
Lurambi Division, Kakamega County 
Kenya 

Masinde Muliro 
University of Science 
and Technology

Tanzania Improvement of Banana Production in 
Mkuyuni and Matombo Divisions

Sokoine University 
of Agriculture

Uganda Capacity Building of Small Holder 
Farmers in Gulu District on 
Agribusiness and Entrepreneurship

Gulu University

 

Outreach activities reports presentation workshop 
held at AICAD Hq., 20 - 21 February 2012
Key outputs
• Actual experiences from universities on progress made in development of 

Outreach Policy Documents shared.
• Progress made in implementation of AICAD-supported universities‘ 

outreach projects in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda presented.
• Key Recommendations and Way Forward from the three Country 

Symposia confirmed. The following were emphasized:
– Using outputs of symposia, each university should involve all relevant 

stakeholders in development, dissemination and implementation of 
institutional policy for outreach.

– All relevant Ministries, Departments and Agencies should adopt the 
framework developed in the symposia for support of universities 
outreach activities.

– Discussions should be conducted among all relevant Ministries, 
Departments and Agencies to initiate development of National Policy
on outreach.
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DATABASE & MULTIMEDIA 
DEVELOPMENT
Collected, processed, stored & 
disseminated information:
Poverty Alleviation Information 
& Knowledge System (PAIKS); 
website; publications; Library 
networking; conferences, 
workshops, seminars & symposia 

Some achievements & impacts 
of UOA

• Awareness created among the member universities that 
UOA should be regarded as one of the three pillars of 
university missions: research, teaching and outreach

• All AICAD/JICA supported UOAs implemented and 
completed with satisfactory results

• Technologies introduced were applied by a number of the 
target community members. 

• Tanzanian implementers of ―Improvement of Banana 
Production in Mkuyuni and Matombo Divisions‖ visited 
JKUAT‘s UOA, ―Use of Bio-Control Technologies to Control 
Pests and Diseases in Tissue Culture Bananas‖ - participants 
were able to share knowledge which was useful for the 
improvement of their projects. 
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AICAD is grateful for the support provided 
by the governments of Kenya, Tanzania & 

Uganda as well as the government of 
Japan (though JICA) which enabled the 
institute to implement its programmes 

successfully.

Thank you for your attention!

 

CONCLUSION

• Relevance of AICAD programmes is high, well aligned with 
national development policies of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda as 
well as Japan's ODA policy towards Africa, responding well to 
needs of target group.

• Impact is relatively high. Activities have been successful in making
positive economic and social impact on participants of training and
other programmes. Impact sometimes observed even outside the
target groups as the training or programme participants often share
their newly acquired knowledge with other community members.
Positive impact includes stronger social cohesion of target
communities and rural women‘s empowerment through increased

cash income.
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Ice Breaker

• Please write down the number of grants you 
have won(or ever applied for)?

• Indicate the largest grant you ever applied 
for?

• Indicate the largest grant you ever won and 
the funding agency?

Big Grant Management and Proposal 
Writing Presentation

By Prof Obua 
VC, Mbarara University of Science and Technology, 

Uganda
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For the unsuccessful application(s)?

• What do you attribute the failure(s) to ?

For successful applications

• What do you attribute the success(es) to? 
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Important issues to note in a grant 
application

• Person/HR issues:
– Eligibility – including your qualifications of 

applicants
– Teamwork – very unlikely that a large grant is 

awarded to a single applicant 
– Previous records of work in the planned proposal 
– publications or evidence of experience in the 
field i.e. strong biosketch(s) 

What to consider for successful 
application

• Is the application in response to a solicited 
(RFA)or unsolicited call?

• If solicited, are you eligible to apply?
• If unsolicited, does the funder support the 

type of project you would like to carry out?
• Do you have evidence of prior works in the 

planned/proposed area/field?
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Important issues to note in a grant 
application

• List of things/areas in the call that must be 
addressed – including documents to be 
submitted with the application

• Important to observe if 
partnerships/consortium approach is a pre-
requisite 

• Internal deadline vs call deadline! – always 
allow 36 to 24 hour for submission before call 
deadline…never work alone!

Important issues to note in a grant 
application

• Facilities:
– Equipments e.g. computer, internet capacity, 

power, etc
– Library, Laboratory, hospital capacity, etc

• Institution:
– History of managing grants at the institutional 

level
– Finance management record/capacity
– Existence of Grants/Research Management Office
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• To manage a grant: 
– you have to ensure you keep all the promises you made in 

your proposal:—
– which means staying in compliance with the terms of the 

grant, 
– following through on all the deliverables, and 
– submitting reports according to the funder’s requirements.

• For these you need a strong/competent Grants 
Management Office /Office of Research Administration  
team

• Where no grant management system exists, Create 
one!

Key to successful grant management

Key to successful grant application

• Success breeds success!
• Endeavour to Create a collaborative 

environment within your institution! 
• Look out for giants so you can stand on their 

shoulders! i.e. build relationships with more 
grant-making individuals/institutions. 

• Where no grant management system exists, 
Create one!
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THE PHASES IN THE GRANT PROCESS

• Pre-award Phase: Identification of the kinds of 
funding sources that will support your strategy 
and programs, establishment or review of your 
grant application and implementation process, 
and documentation of your proposals.

• Award Phase: Notification and announcement of 
the grants you receive.

• Post-award Phase: Implementation, tracking of 
grants, close-out and final report

WHAT IS A GRANT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM?

• A grant management system:
– streamlines the grant process by helping you -

• identify prospective funders, 
• track the success of proposals, 
• monitor the progress of each grant, and 
• gather the information you need for each report.
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USE TECHNOLOGY AND SOFTWARE

• RECORDS AND DOCUMENTATION 
MANAGEMENT

• FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

• Monitoring & Evaluation
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The active voice vs. the passive 
voice.

What is the difference?

89

Some Writing Ideas Presentation

By Dr. Data Santorino
Mbarara University of Science and Technology, 

Uganda



Passive versus active

"Cigarette ads were designed to appeal 
especially to children." 

vs.

"We designed the cigarette ads to appeal 
especially to children.” 

Responsible party!

Passive versus active

President Kennedy was shot in 1963.

Past participle of a transitive 
verb: to shoot (direct object).

Form of “to be”

The direct object 
of the verb.  He’s  
not the subject 
since he’s not the 
one doing the 
shooting.

Active: Oswald shot President Kennedy in 1963.
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Passive Active

It is recommended by the 
authors of the present 
study that…

We recommend

The following results were 
obtained

We obtained these 
results;
We observed

It was discovered that a 
sustained coordinated 
effort would be required

We need a sustained 
coordinated effort

Active is usually better

choice
• Active voice is usually clearer and more to 

the point
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‘Stress’ position

• Bees disperse pollen

Stress and topic
• Sentence has two main positions that 

words can occupy
– ‗Stress‘ = end of sentence
– ‗Topic‘ =beginning of sentence
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‘Stress’ position
• Bees disperse pollen
• Readers naturally emphasize the material that 

arrives at the end of a sentence
• This location is referred to as ‗stress position‘
• Writer may therefore want to direct more energy 

to that which arrives last in the sentence
• ―stress‖ position can be single words or several 

lines
• Secondary ‗stress‘ positions can be created by 

using colon or semicolon

‗Stress’ position

• Bees disperse pollen
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Topic position

• Is the beginning of the sentence

• Is occupied by ‗old information‘ = (person, 
thing, concept whose story is being told) 
that links backward

• Is the focus of the story

.

What do you want to stress, pollen or bees?

Bees disperse pollen.

Pollen is dispersed by bees.
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• For coherence in writing, the topic 
position should be consistent

MUST is located in western Uganda. There 
are several courses offered here and other 
universities. The education standards are 
high in Uganda are highest in the region. 
Tuition fees are very high and many 
students miss entry to higher institutions of 
learning. 

.

Mbarara University of Science and 
Technology is located in western Uganda. 
There are several courses offered here 
and other universities. The education 
standards are high in Uganda and are 
highest in the region. Tuition fees are very 
high also and many students miss entry to 
higher institutions of learning. 
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Brevity
Examples:

“I would like to assert that the author should be 
considered to be a buffoon.” 


“The author is a buffoon.” 

Style: be brief
Words
• 1. Reduce dead weight words and phrases 

• Get rid of jargon and repetition

―Verbose is not a synonym for literary.‖ --(Sin 
and Syntax)
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Brevity

“The expected prevalence of mental retardation, based on the 
assumption of a normal distribution of intelligence in the 
population, is stated to be theoretically about 2.5%.”

Examples:

Brevity

“The expected prevalence of mental retardation, based on the 
assumption of a normal distribution of intelligence in the 
population, is stated to be theoretically about 2.5%.”

Examples:
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Brevity

“The expected prevalence of mental retardation, based on the 
assumption of a normal distribution of intelligence in the 
population, is stated to be theoretically about 2.5%.



“The expected prevalence of mental retardation, if intelligence is 
normally distributed, is 2.5%.” 

Examples:

Principles of Effective Writing

―To control infection with Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (M. tb), a robust T-cell-mediated 
immune response is necessary, and deficiency 
in this response predisposes an individual 
towards active TB.‖ 

―Deficiency in T-cell-mediated immune response 
predisposes an individual to active TB.‖ 

Examples:
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Scientific Writing

Hunt down and cast out all unneeded 
words that might slow your reader.

Scientific Writing
Examples:

―This paper provides a review  of the basic tenets of cancer biology 
study design, using as examples studies that illustrate the 
methodologic challenges or that demonstrate successful solutions 
to the difficulties inherent in biological research.‖

s 

and

―This paper reviews cancer biology study design, using examples that illustrate 
specific challenges and solutions.‖
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unnecessary phrases
• in the event that
• in the nature of
• it has been estimated that
• it seems that
• the point I am trying to make
• what I mean to say is
• it may be argued that

Scientific Writing

Very, really, quite, basically, 
generally 

These words rarely add anything 
useful. Try the sentence without 
them and see if it improves.
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.

Use Parallel Construction

unnecessary phrases
• for the most part
• for the purpose of
• in a manner of speaking
• in a very real sense
• in my opinion
• in the case of 
• in the final analysis
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Parallel form

Pairs of ideas—two ideas joined by  ―and‖, ―or‖, 
or ―but‖—should be written in parallel form.

Cardiac input decreased by 40% but 
blood pressure decreased by only 10%.

Parallel form

Unparallel:
Locusts denuded fields in Eritrea, rural Ethiopia 
was washed away by torrents, and in Kenya the 
cotton was shriveled by the placing heat.

Vs.

Parallel:
Locusts denuded fields in Eritrea, torrents 
washed away rural Ethiopia, and blazing heat 
shriveled  Kenya’s cotton.
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Parallel form

Lists of ideas (and number lists of ideas) should 
be written in parallel form.

Parallel form

Pairs of ideas—two ideas joined by  ―and‖ ―or‖ 
or ―but‖—should be written in parallel form.

We hoped to increase the response and 
to improve survival.  
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Parallelism
Not Parallel:

This research follows four distinct phases: (1) 
establishing measurement instruments (2) pattern 
measurement (3) developing interventions and (4) the 
dissemination of successful interventions to other 
settings and institutions.

Parallel:
This research follows four distinct phases: (1) 
establishing measurement instruments (2) measuring
patterns (3) developing interventions  and (4) 
disseminating successful interventions to other 
settings and institutions.

Parallelism

Not Parallel:
If you want to be a good doctor, you must study hard, 
critically think about the medical literature, and you 
should be a good listener. 

Parallel:
If you want to be a good doctor you must study hard, 
listen well, and think critically about the medical 
literature.  (imperative, imperative, imperative)

Parallel:
If you want to be a good doctor, you must be a good 
student, a good listener, and a critical thinker about  
the medical literature. (noun, noun, noun)
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What is a paragraph?

• A paragraph is a group of sentences that 
develops an idea.

• The first sentence of a paragraph should give 
the main idea.

• The sentences in the paragraph support and 
give examples of the main idea. 

• Should be homogenous in content
• Content should be in logical and sequential 

order
• A paragraph should be able to stand alone, 

hence do not start one with words such as 
―These‖ or ―Its‖

The good Paragraph
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Paragraphs: A good Example

My husband and I built our first house last 
November, and we love it.  It is located in Munyonyo 
near Lake Victoria. Although we cannot see the lake 
from our house, we do have a beautiful view of the 
sunset.  Our house has three bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
a living room and a family room, and a large kitchen and 
dining area.  We also have a large backyard and a small 
garden.  We are very happy to own our own home, and I 
hope that we will live there for several years.

Paragraphs: A bad Example

I live in a house in Kakyeka. I like the view 
from our house. We have lived there since 
November.  We also have a car that I like 
very much.  We were in an accident a few 
months ago. We hit a dog that was 
crossing the street at night.  I felt sorry for 
the dog, but it cost a lot of money to repair 
the car.
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Introduction: The BAN Study
NEJM Chasela et al 2010

Approximately 200,000 infants worldwide become infected 
annually with human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) 
through breast-feeding. Without treatment, half of these 
infants will die before their second birthday. Although 
formula feeding decreases the risk of postnatal HIV 
transmission, it is associated with an increased rate of early 
death. Thus, exclusive breast-feeding is recommended by 
the World Health Organization (WHO) for infants of HIV-1–
positive women for the first 6 months of life in resource-
limited settings.

Paragraph Structure

• A paragraph should have a logical 
structure that is easy to put into an outline:

I.  Topic Sentence
II. Supporting Detail
III. Supporting Detail
IV. Supporting Detail
V.  Concluding Sentence
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Topic Sentences

• A topic sentence is the sentence that tells the 
reader the main idea of the paragraph.

• The topic sentence should contain only one 
main idea.  It should be specific and detailed.

• The topic sentence builds on the topic sentence 
of the previous paragraph. 

• The topic sentence is often found at the 
beginning of the paragraph, but it can be in other 
places, too.

Introduction: The BAN Study
NEJM Chasela et al 2010

Approximately 200,000 infants worldwide become infected 
annually with human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) 
through breast-feeding. Without treatment, half of these 
infants will die before their second birthday. Although 
formula feeding decreases the risk of postnatal HIV 
transmission, it is associated with an increased rate of early 
death. Thus, exclusive breast-feeding is recommended by 
the World Health Organization (WHO) for infants of HIV-1–
positive women for the first 6 months of life in resource-
limited settings.
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University Vision
A University of global Excellence in Training, Research and 

Entrepreneurship for Development.

¥ Education
¥ Undergraduate
¥ Post graduate 
¥ Diploma
¥ Short courses

¥ Research
¥ Innovation
¥ Pilot trials

¥ Extension and 
Outreach
¥ Open days
¥ Shows
¥ Field trials

BSc Programs MSc Programs PhD Programs
COANRE, COHES COPAS = 4 Years 2  Years 4  Years

Engineering  =  5 Years

Architecture =  6 Years

Agricultural Products and Value addition

Prof. Daniel Ndaka Sila: Dean School of Food and Nutrition 
Sciences

Email: dsila@jkuat.ac.ke                                    Tel: +254 716238 803 
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S.No NAME OF COLLEGE Established Number of
Departments

1 College Of Engineering and Technology (CoETEC) 2011 13

2 College of Health Sciences (COHES) 2012 22

3 College of Pure and Applied Sciences (COPAS) 2013 8

4 College of Human Resource Development (CoHRED) 2014 7

5 College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
(CoANRE)

2018 7

- 13 Campuses in Kenya
- Campus in Rwanda and Tanzania %*&:/;*0'('&<=*1(;00B%CD>EEE

¥ Construction and infrastructural development
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¥ First Intake of Students
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¥ Masters and PhD Students

2011:  Pan African University of Science Technology and 
Innovation (PAUSTI)
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Agricultural Productivity in Africa 

In Africa, Value-addition and productivity is falling behind ...
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Strategic Thinking needed for Kenya
! Vision and leadership 

! Need for strong partnerships

! Creation of geographically concentrated Cluster 
Initiatives in all parts of the Country across 
different industrial sectors

! Linking these Clusters to create national innovation 
systems in a given industrial sector
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Strategies toward achievement of Vision 2030
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Kenya: Vision 2030 
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Role of Partnerships -The Triple Helix 
Relationship

Academia

Empower 
Businesses

Government
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Galana Kulalu Project: Irrigation for 1m  Acres
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Mushroom Propagation and commerlization

! Adoption of biotechnological 
techniques for production of 
mushrooms

! Empowerment of the landless to 
generate food and income in low 
cost structures

! Monthly Trainings at JKUAT on 
production and value addition

A#MM1,7%&,%;(;0*)=:1*1(;=<0=G)1C&<*&)/
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Investing in Reduction of Post-harvest 
Losses : Case of Mangoes

H(B*0@=)./B*0<(BB/B0#3%(17(%#3%L,P],?0&' *(*=<0')(:&C/
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Mechanization: Shujaa tractor initiative

! Indian farm technology being  
Africanized

! Shujaa tractor  assembling at JKUAT
! Field trials under  different soil 

types and agro-ecological zones
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Bakery and confectionery
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Value Addition of Agri-produce and New 
Product Development 

19
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Short Term Training on New 
Product Development and 
Value Addition

1. Dairy Technology: yoghurt, 
mala, butter

2. Meat Technology: sausages, 
ham, meat 

loaf

3. Fruits and Vegetable 
Processing: juices,    

concentrates, jams, ketchup, 
chilli sauce

4. Confectionery and bakery
products  

22
13-May-19

Dairy  and poultry farming
! Feed issues
! Disease control
! Artificial 

insemination
! Value addition

6#4%&+/%<(1<Z3
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JKUAT Engineering Workshop- Fabrication of 
equipment
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Delegates from Hola show case their Products

?#.

\&7(;$"
@33&$")/%1").3H%N#.>%N;1<)%#,/%<&,<),"$#")

Cottage Industry: Elimika Group with 
their equipment: Tana river County
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Makueni County: Fruit Processing

County Governments Support 

-A#MM1,7%&,%$)3&;$<)3%'&$%G&;,"1)3
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Innovation: Business incubation

_;31,)33%3"#$"%;M3

:$#/;#")%3"#$"%;M3
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Biogas from water hyacinth 
(invasive weed shredding).

Adoption Of Clean Energy In Agricultural Production 
Agro-processing

A()$.#+%7#31'1)$%;"1+1^1,7%$1<)%(;3Z3%#3%
'))/3"&<Z%%5+&<#++4%'#P$1<#")/9

Tapping on solar energy –
Solar PV
For heating and cooling.

Wind Turbines– for low wind 
energy application.
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European funded Food Fortification 
Project
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t Jomo Kenyatta 
University of 
Agriculture and 
Technology
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es 1. KEBS
2. Micro,  Small, 
Medium Millers
Premix Suppliers
3. NGOs
4. Consumer 
Organizations
5. Women, girls and 
Children
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Paragraphs: A bad Example

I live in a house in Kakyeka. I like the view 
from our house. We have lived there since 
November.  We also have a car that I like 
very much.  We were in an accident a few 
months ago. We hit a dog that was 
crossing the street at night.  I felt sorry for 
the dog, but it cost a lot of money to repair 
the car.

Legume Centre of Excellence in Food 
and Nutrition Security (LCEFoNS)

Horticulture
Food Science 

and 
Technology

Nutrition and 
Health
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Niacin levels, compliance to 
standards
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NACOSTI CHAIR- Manufacturing (JKUAT) 

Value addition

G#++;3

!))/+1,73

G&<&,;"%&1+

_$1[;)"")3
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! Joint Collaboration between JKUAT, Moi University,  Kenya Nuts and Oil Directorate
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Taifa Laptop- Linkage with National 
Government- DLP 
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Strengthening external partnerships
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Blue-Economy –Exploring New Research 
Areas

G#3)%%&'%G#M)%c)$/)>%!)4<()++)3>%%#,/%=#;$1"1;3H%/<1O1;=*1;G0=Ff/C*0'(./)*A
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Kenya is an Ocean of Opportunities
! Buy KenyanMake it in  Kenya



Asanteni sana

Let’s Collaborate
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Meet your Presenter
• Holds Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering, KULeuven,

Belgium
• Post-doctoral in Chemical Engineering, MIT, USA
• Visiting Prof. at Uni. of Cambridge, UK
• Adjunct Professor at ISU, USA
• Extra-ordinary professor, Wageningen Uni.
• Professor & Chair – ABE at Mak, UG
• Country Director – AICAD, UCO
• Member of the Euro-Science Open Forum

Committee
• Member of Makerere University Senate &

Governing Council
• Chairman, Mak Contract Committee
• Member, Malabo Montpellier Panel
• Next Einstein Fellow Laurate
• First African to Win Pius XI Golden Medal
• Fellow of UNAS, NYA & GYA
• PI for a No. of projects (so far USD 11 M + Euros

4 M)
• Registered Engineer with ASABE, AZW & IET

Resource Mobilization: How hard is it?

Noble BANADDA Ph.D.
(Extra-ordinary) Professor & Chair

Makerere University 
Department of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering

Date: March 11, 2019
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Nature allows no Vacuum

Oldest Universities in Africa
1. University of Al-Karaouine, in Fes, Morocco (859AD)
2. Al-Azhar University, Egypt (972AD)
3. Fourah Bay College – University of Sierra Leone 

(1827);
4. University of Cape Town (1829);
5. Cairo University Egypt (1908);
6. University of Algiers, Algeria (1909);
7. Makerere University in Uganda (1922); 
8. University of Ghana (1948); 
9. University of Ibadan, Nigeria (1948); 
10.University of Zimbabwe (1952); 
11.Agostinho Neto University Angola (1962); 
12.Eduardo Mondlane University Mozambique (1962).
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King of Pop Music: Identity Crisis
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1900 2000 21001800
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Asia

Africa

AmericasEurope

BABIES PER WOMAN  by region 

computers.“

Researchers & Innovators see what others don’t
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The situation of the Global South
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Because of population growth, increased need for food in 
Africa

Projected trends in sub-Saharan African commodity production 
and consumption (2013‒2023)

Source: FAO: acknowledgements to Holger Matthey/FAO, August 2014
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How the world would look 
if it were measured by its wealth, 2018
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In Terms of Impact

Top 5 Global Risks
2018

Large-scale
involuntary
migration

Failure of climate 
change mitigation

and adaptation

Weapons of
mass destruction

Severe energy
price shock

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Water 
crisis

Global Economic Forum 2016

In Terms of Likelihood

Top 5 Global Risks
2018

Large-scale
involuntary
migration

Extreme
weather 

events

Failure of climate 
change mitigation

and adaptation

Interstate
conflicts with

regional 
consequences

Major
natural

catastrophes

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
Global Economic Forum 2016
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-50%

2050

Climate change will reduce yields 
in poorest countries and regions by up to 50%

2050
+3°C

Global Risks 2018
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Global Investment in Renewable Energy
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The possibility of disruptive technology in F-
E-W nexus areas 25

➢Major employer, low-productivity small-holders, partly 
due to low-tech approaches.
➢Low mechanisation and fertilisation
➢Only 6% of cultivated land is irrigated
➢600 million people without electricity => agro-

processing and storage
➢Output expected to triple by 2030, socio-economic 

benefits to 500 million people in Africa
➢Major developmental opportunity, but also a challenge for 

sustainability and sustainable development
➢Environmental and climate change impacts of existing 

agriculture

Agriculture in Africa
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Perspectives on Agriculture

27

Perspectives on Agriculture
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Perspectives on Agriculture
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Or, as Haskel and colleague put it: Capitalism without Capital

Haskel, Jonathan, and Stian Westlake. “The Rise of the Intangible 
Economy.” Capitalism without Capital: the Rise of the Intangible 
Economy, Princeton University Press, 2018. 

Digital economy is growing at 10% a year
Only 1% of the data in the world are analysed today

Every company is a technology company
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Take-home Messages: Research
• Most of the developing countries governments are resource constrained
• Funding for sole researchers is in the past
• Multi-disciplinary teams only
• Networks matter most
• Winners know of calls before they are announced
• It matters which university you went to
• It matters who supervised your PhD
• It matters who you partner with
• The big boys are a must on your team
• Internationalization of staff and students
• Infrastructure Development (Labs, Lecture rooms, Library)
• Develop Research support structures ( IPRs; Access of Funds; Procurement)

Digitization is accelerating growth and development
impact in many sectors, including F-E-W areas
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Typical Fundable Topics/Areas

• Climate change and weather forecast
• Disease control and prevention
• New drugs testing and disruptive technologies
• Food security 
• Circular Agriculture
• Waste management (plastic waste)
• Traditional medicine and therapeutics
• Medicinal plants
• Renewable Energy and its applications
• Data mining and analysis
• Information platforms & Jobs
• Artificial intelligence & satellite Imaginery
• Biotechnology
• Etc…

Internationalization

• Policies and Strategies
• Service delivery
• Security and Safety
• Strikes
• Branding and marketing 

(Internet)
• Transfer of credit
• Relevance of curriculum
• Compliant processes 

(admissions, payment, …)
• Staff exchange (sabbaticals, 

cultural exchanges, …)
• International expos and galas
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Some Bitter Pills to Swallow
• Build a strong CV
• Study of environment to decide project Leadership
• Pair with the big boys on the Continent and/or elsewhere
• Don’t fight for leadership that minimize your chances of

winning. Nobody questions winners!
• Understand the minds of funders
• Seek to be an international reviewer
• Work with winners even if they cheat you
• Choose your battles carefully
• Have a collection of funded projects
• Manage student numbers

Take-home Messages: Research
• Most of the developing countries governments are resource constrained
• Funding for sole researchers is in the past
• Multi-disciplinary teams only
• Networks matter most
• Winners know of calls before they are announced
• It matters which university you went to
• It matters who supervised your PhD
• It matters who you partner with
• The big boys are a must on your team
• Internationalization of staff and students
• Infrastructure Development (Labs, Lecture rooms, Library)
• Develop Research support structures ( IPRs; Access of Funds; Procurement)
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Summary of Challenges that Face Top African Universities & research institutions

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

1. Nominal growth in Scholarly output over last few years.

2. Declining in Research impact year over year (FWCI).

3. Medicine is the only driver of research performance while there
are big struggles in other subjects.

4. Low Socio -Economic impact of Research.

5. Significant Gap between Research and Industry

6. Lack of Monitoring and evaluation process for research
performance.

7. Lack of Analytical tools that identify gaps in Research
performance..

Top World universities staff student ratios

THE Rank University Students International (%) Female Student: Staff

1Oxford 19,919 34 46 11.6
2California Tech 2,243 27 33 6.9

3Stanford 15,596 22 42 7.8

4Cambridge 18,812 34 46 11.8

5MIT 11,074 33 37 9

6Harvard 20,152 25 8.9

7Princeton 7,929 27 45 8.4

8Imperial College 15,060 51 37 11.7

9ETH Zurich 18,178 37 31 14.7

10UC Berkeley 36,186 15 50 16.4
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Typical Research Process 

Idea

Funding 
Opportunity 

Grant Application

Grant
Award

Data Sets

Conference 

Press/Media 

Publication 
Process  

Research 
Output 

Impact 
Project 

Very Complicated !!!
Researchers’ Job Today , Is it Only Research ?????????

What Other challenges do you Have ?

High Ranking  , Visibility  

Funds

Trusted , High Quality Information Resources 

Best Talents

Effective Collaboration (International ,Local  )

High Impact on Society and Globally 

Showcasing 

But that’s not easy like it 
sounds especially with 
long and complicated 
some time research 

process
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Research Output of Africa 2012 – 2016 

Source: publication set of Tanzania  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

ONLY 1% OF 
Worldwide Research 
O/P

Africa Population 

18% OF 
Worldwide 
Population 

Overcoming The Research Challenges 

E
Researchers’ 
Challenges 

Librarians’ 
Challenges 

Management's 
Challenges 

• Evaluation ,Monitoring 
• Select ,Attract Best talents
• Effective Collaboration 
• Access Impact
• Improve Ranking  

• Where to Publish 
• Millions of Articles 
• Grants 
• Innovative Idea 
• Discoverability 

• Providing Trusted Resources 
• Showcasing 
• Having Modern ,Updated Library 
• Advancing Research Process
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Research Output 2012 – 2016 (Scholarly Output )

Urgent Actions/plans needed here to address this very low research output  
Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

Research Output of Uganda 2012 – 2016 

FWCI (field-weighted citation impact) is an indicator of the mean citation impact. It compares the actual number of citations received by an article with the 
expected number of citations for articles of the same document type, publication year, and subject area. Where the article is classified in two or more subject 
fields, the harmonic mean of the actual and expected citation rates is used. The indicator is always defined with reference to a global baseline of 1.0

ONLY

0.018
% OF Africa  
Research 
Output
!!!!!!No. Of Researchers 
in Uganda ( 250 
/million people

World wide Avg.  ( 
1,100/million people ) 

Urgent Actions/plans needed here to address this very low research output  

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus
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Uganda Research Performance in different subjects 

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

World average 
FWCI =1

Research Impact 2012 – 2016

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus
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Research Output of Makerere University 2012 – 2016 (International Collaboration)

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

Research Output of Makerere University 2012 – 2016 (Subjects )

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus

World average 
FWCI =1
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54

Product Training:  Enhance human skills and capital to conduct, use, and manage 
research and information.  Beneficiaries:
• Researchers
• Professors
• Scientists
• Postgraduate Students  

“How-to-Publish” Workshop: Seminar on how to publish a world class paper.  
Beneficiaries:
• Researchers
• Professors
• Scientists
• Postgraduate Students  

Library Connect: Gathers local and regional librarians to share best practices and 
discuss current topics . Beneficiaries: Librarian ,
Knowledge manager.

It’s not about content only 
but “Capacity Building”

Scope of Collaboration: Capacity Building 

Research Output of Makerere University 2012 – 2016 (International Collaboration)

Source: publication set of Uganda  on SciVal, source of publications is Scopus
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The Virtual Microscope

Very high-resolution digital slides (up to 40x zoom) 
– delivered seamlessly through the browser

2015 PROSE award for 
best eProduct/App

EXT

Article: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2212440314004635
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